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Abstract 
Abel, Kali Marie (M.S., Geological Sciences) 
Listening to the Trees: tree rings, the Little Ice Age and the response of Yosemite's 
Lyell and Maclure Glaciers to climate change 
 
Thesis directed by Robert Anderson 
 
The two largest glaciers in Yosemite National Park, Lyell and Maclure Glaciers at the 
head of Lyell Canyon, have dramatically receded over the last century. Their ice is 
thinning, and volume shrinking. The loss of these glaciers could significantly alter the 
hydrology of the Tuolumne River and downstream ecosystems, greatly impacting not 
only hydrology, but the geomorphology, biology and resource management of this 
alpine landscape. Addressing quantitatively how glaciers will respond to future climate 
change demands that we understand how small alpine glaciers have responded to 
climate change since the Little Ice Age. 
 
I combine dendrochronology, lake level measurements, climate reconstructions, 
instrumental records, historical and aerial photography, and measurements of glacier 
position to constrain both the local meteorology and the glacier response to it. Using a 
master tree ring chronology developed from 70 lodgepole pines (Pinus contorta) in the 
nearby valley, I develop a local climate history that extends back through the Little Ice 
Age. Comparison with other weather records and their proxies suggests that the tree 
ring width history records most faithfully the history of snowfall, and hence is a proxy for 
the winter balance of these glaciers.  Using a 1D glacier model, and the winter balance 
record suggested by the dendrology, I can reproduce the glacier extent histories of both 
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glaciers.  Model results indicate that their present volumes are less than 5% of volumes 
in the peak of the Little Ice Age.  The work done in this project allows us to understand 
how glaciers have responded to changes in localized climate in the past, their health in 
the present, and consider what we might expect heading into the future.
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1. Context map showing the Sierra Nevada Range within California. The snowy range is 
home to numerous small glaciers. (NASA MODIS Image, March 3, 2004) 
 
2. a) Pinus contorta var. murrayana or Sierran Lodgepole Pine in Yosemite. b) Species 
territory map. 
 
3. Characteristic Pinus contorta bark prevalent at the base camp second step site. 
 
4.Context map including Maclure and Lyell Glaciers, the sampled stand of Pinus 
contorta, the greater Lyell Canyon and Tuolumne Meadows all within the boundaries of 
Yosemite National Park.  
 
5. a) An 1885 print by I.C. Russell looking up the Tuolumne Valley at Lyell Glacier. A 
2009 field photo overlaying the 1885 print from the same repeat photo site from the 
same time of year looking up Tuolumne Valley at Lyell Glacier. The photo was taken to 
look at the significant changes in glacier extent but also gave insight into the 
tremendous increase in Pinus contorta population and extent. 
 
6. Two Pinus contorta trees surrounded by young Pinus albicaulis trees. The left has a 
noticeable lightning scar, which was carefully avoided during coring. A climbing axe 
appears for scale. 
 
7. Pinus contorta of impressive size located at the second step base camp. This 
individual tree had seen considerable damage from lightning. There is a backpack and 
steam drill container for scale. 
 
8. Coring Pinus contorta during preliminary field work in June of 2009. The photo shows 
an assembled Haglof Increment Borer and the start of taking a single core. 
 
9. Removing a core from a tree using the spoon. The spoon pulls the core out using 
backwards ‘teeth’ through the hollow drill bit. The core, in its most raw form, shows the 
bark end as well as rings often bright with sap. 
 
10. Example of notes written on a paper straw containing a core. 
 
11. This figure shows cores correctly placed in the core mount. The vertical cell 
structure can be seen on the ends of both cores, parallel to the arrow. 
 
12. A mounted core as seen through a microscope. The ring boundaries are clear due 
to the vertical alignment of the cell structure. 
 
13. A mounted core after the initial phases of sanding. The core is not flush with the 
mount but rather slightly above it allowing for more flexibility in later stages of sanding. 
(Photo from Lamont Doherty Tree Ring Lab, Columbia University) 
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14. Example of the file kept to record manual cross-dating. The sample name is given 
as well as the earliest and most recent dates, total number of years covered, and 
significant patterns seen within the rings. Narrow rings are marked as ‘NR’, extremely 
narrow rings are in blue, and missing or false rings are in red. 
 
15. a) Conventional manual cross-dating using patter matching of relative ring width to 
correlate rings within a single tree and trees within a stand. A single dot on the core is 
used to denote a decade, double dots are used to denote a half-century, triple dots 
denote a century and quadruple dots denote a millennium. b) Cross dated cores are 
shown with the conventional marks designating the century 1900. Also visible is the 
pattern matching between cores that depends on relative ring width.  
 
16. Locally absent ring where the ring grew in one part of the tree but became pinched 
out in another. Depending on where the core was taken in the tree, it is possible to miss 
the ring entirely or, as in the case above, it is possible to see the ring become pinched 
out or ‘missing’. 
 
17. This figure shows example of a false ring boundary. They appear similar to normal 
latewood cells but are often distorted or blurred. 
 
18. This figure shows an example of raw measurements as they are imported from 
Measure J2X into a file. Measurements for a decade are read left to right starting with 
the first year of the decade though the last before starting the next decade on the next 
line. Ends of series are marked with a 999 or 9999 or -9999 value. 
 
19. MLH PICO 05a .raw file. This file shows the raw measurements in microns for the 
core decade by decade from the year 1694 to the coring year, 2010. The -9999 value 
indicates the end of core measurements. 
 
20. The program COFECHA initial setup, identifying dated and undated files. The 
measurements shown about are in standard tree ring raw format. 
 
21. The program COFECHA menu for very early series analysis and cross-dating. 
Specifications in this figure were the ones used within the project, a combination of 
default optimal setting and altered options better suited for this particular chronology. 
 
22. COFECHA sample output showing a core going from 1777 to 2010. This graph 
shows all of the options of shifting dates and the resulting correlations. Option one is 
clearly the best option and suggests shifting the core backwards one year to get 
correlations ranging from 0.36 to 0.80. This implies a potential error in measuring or the 
existence of a false ring. 
 
23. ARSTAN gives many options within its menu allowing for the user to be very specific 
concerning how the Master file is to be handled. Default options are shown above and 
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are likely most efficient, however it is wise to know what all of the toggles can do and 
use them to enhance the chronology output. 
 
24. The final MLH PICO Arstan chronology shows a great deal of variability, which is 
promising for pulling out a climate signal. The 1.0 index line indicates average growth. 
The red line is a smooth trend line. The significant drop below normal growth appearing 
in the 1820s is intriguing as well as other periods of variability that correspond with 
known climatic events. 
 
25. Looking through a select few historical events in comparison to the final MLH PICO 
chronology allows a sneak peak into the ability of trees to potentially record events that 
are recounted historically such as the Dust Bowl and the Donner Party Storms in the 
Sierra. The orange box indicates the time period during which we expect the Little Ice 
Age to be allowing for the most recent furthest extents in Lyell and Maclure basins. 
 
26. Context map showing the location of the glaciers as well as the tree ring stand in the 
context of Ellery and Gem Lakes, each of which provide local precipitation records 
going back to 1926. Their proximity to the glaciers and similar elevation is important in 
providing a reliable base for comparison. 
 
27. Ellery and Gem Lake precipitation records going back to 1926. Missing years were 
given average precipitation. The two sites show similar records, indicating that the 
records of precipitation match over a large enough area to use as a comparison with the 
MLH PICO tree ring chronology. 
 
28. An initial plot allowing visual inspection of annual precipitation measurements at 
Ellery and Gem Lake, and the MLH PICO chronology. No convincing correlation is seen 
in this first glance, potentially indicating that relying on precipitation in the form of rainfall 
is not adequate for interpreting the tree ring signal.  
 
29. A comparison between sites to ensure that snow depth is fairly consistent across 
multiple locations near the glaciers. These records, although beginning at different 
dates, are remarkably similar providing confidence that the snow depth near the glaciers 
are likely to follow a recognizable pattern. 
 
30. An initial visual comparison of the two snow depth measurement sites – a. Tioga 
Pass b. Tuolumne Meadows - and the MLH PICO chronology. The comparison using 
snow depth is much more tantalizing than the comparison with precipitation records. 
This may indicate a preference of the tree ring chronology towards a snow driven signal. 
 
31. A visual comparison at significant events contained within the tree ring chronology 
and changes in Mono Lake level prior to water diversion.  
 
32. Figure shows multiple chronologies within 20 km of the glaciers. It demonstrates 
that even amongst chronologies of different locations and of different species, patterns 
can still surface. It is the magnitude of the signal that is more likely to change from site 
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to site. This can depend on not only the signal the chronology is conveying but also the 
age of the trees and the average stress the stand sees in its lifetime. 
 
33. This figure provides a context map showing the location of chronologies within 20km 
used for comparison in this study. The Briffa 1993 chronology was later used in the 
Briffa 1992 California temperature reconstruction, looked at in greater detail later in this 
section. 
 
34. General comparison of five Yosemite chronologies including the new MLH PICO 
chronology. King’s 1992 and 2005 chronologies are shown as well as Briffa’s 1983 
PICO chronology. Patterns between marker years are easily identifiable at first glance 
despite differences in location or species.  
 
35. This figure is identical to the Fig 34. except that a few timelines are superimposed to 
help match patterns between multiple chronologies. All chronologies identify not only 
similar stress events but peak events as well, although their magnitude varies. This plot 
indicates that the MLH PICO chronology is well supported by the localized 
dendrochronology story, enhancing our confidence in its message.  
 
 
36. Comparison between the MLH PICO chronology and Briffa et al. (1992) temperature 
reconstruction for California based on dendrochronology. Because it is unlikely that the 
MLH PICO chronology has is dominated by a temperature signal, the lack of apparent 
correlation between data sets above is encouraging. In many places, such as the 
1820’s and 1860, the two time series appear to tell entirely different stories. This figure 
becomes important as it appeals to another driver for tree ring growth rather than simply 
temperature. This would make sense considering the difference in environmental 
stresses experienced at each location, one being high and dry and the other being in a 
lower and more moist environment. 
 
37. Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) takes into account precipitation as well as 
temperature without the ability to accurately address snowpack or frozen ground. In the 
figure above we see that there is a slight correlation between the tree ring record and 
both reconstructed PDSI from Cook 2004, as well as actual PDSI from 1900-2003. This 
is to be expected, as the MLH PICO chronology is likely conveying a moisture signal, 
just one element going into the PDSI algorithm.  
 
38. Tioga Pass Road opening day – indicated as number of days into the year – plotted 
against maximum annual snow water equivalent (SWE). The linear trend superimposed 
on the figure helps to show how as heavy annual snowpack increases, Tioga Pass 
opening day gets pushed further into the summer season. Presumably the higher 
moisture content indicated by increased SWE will have an impact on tree growth.   
 
39. An additional proxy for annual snow pack is the day of the Tioga Pass Road 
opening. The greater the snow pack, the later the opening day of for the road. Since the 
greater snow pack has correlated with increased ring width and tree growth, this plot 
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further confirms the relationship between moisture – primarily from snow – and tree ring 
growth using road opening day as a proxy for snow. The correlation is 0.7 within this 
relationship. 
 
40. One last plot demonstrating a dominant moisture signal within the MLH PICO 
chronology. This figure compares ring width directly with snow water equivalent (SWE). 
As the moisture content is increased, the ring width and tree growth are increased as 
well. This relationship does not exist with any other reasonable signal. 
 
41. Returning to look at the relationship between snow depth and ring width, a trend 
comes to light. This requires removing years containing significant error so that only 
those in which no missing measurements were included in the final annual snow depth 
measurement are retained. If one expects a moisture signal from the MLH PICO 
chronology, this plot would agree, saying that as the annual snow depth increases, the 
ring width increases as well, indicated less stand stress and more positive growth. The 
actual correlation for this plot is 0.72. 
 
42. East and West Lyell Glacier with the Little Ice Age (LIA) moraine profile highlighted 
with yellow arrows. The prominent moraine is visible in aerial photos, on DEMs and 
within the historical photographic record. It is a sizeable feature that requires none too 
little quadriceps strength to overcome. 
 
43. The Maclure Glacier is situated above Maclure Lake and just below Maclure Peak. 
Yellow arrows indicate the current position of the Little Ice Age (LIA) moraine. Maclure 
is notably different than Lyell for the remarkable amount of debris contained within the 
sheltered basin in which it resides. Lyell is more exposed and thus the debris gives the 
sense of being less overwhelming. 
 
44. Historical images within the past 20 years from Digital Globe indicate an insignificant 
amount of change at this resolution, and have the additional confounding factor of being 
recorded at different points within both the snow and melt seasons. However, each 
image does provide a record of the prominent LIA moraines and allows that distance to 
be better ascertained. These images also indicate the importance of higher resolution 
measurements that may come from Yosemite’s historical records. 
 
45. This magazine article from 1875 by John Muir is one of the first times the 
observations of a naturalist made a mainstream periodical. 
 
46. This map from 1883 published in Russell 1885, is the first look at the Lyell and 
Maclure Glaciers as we know them. They appear remarkably different than the glaciers 
we see in the field today.  
 
47. This photo further documents the story presented with the I.C. Russell 1883 map. 
This photo is taken from the second step above the base camp, looking up at the East 
Lyell Glacier. Note the prominent LIA moraine at this time appears to meet up with the 
toe of the ice. (I.C. Russell 1885) 
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48. Both of these photos, from I.C. Russell in 1883 (above) and a trip in the field in 2009 
(below) are looking up at the East Lyell Glacier. Though not spot on as far as a repeat 
photograph would go, prominent features remain apparent such as the thimble-shaped 
feature to the right, Lyell Peak over its shoulder and the LIA moraine wrapping around 
the front. 
 
49. This is a DEM (courtesy of Greg Stock, 2009) showing the modern position of the 
glacier in red and the 1880’s position as seen by I.C. Russell in 1883 and still 
represented with the LIA moraines. The location of the meteorological station installed 
during this project is shown with a yellow star. 
 
50. Courtesy of Basagic 2004, this image shows area extent of West and East Lyell 
glaciers for 1883, 1944 and 2003. This provides context for the 1-D extent of the West 
Lyell Glacier used in the model and in the table below. 
 
51. A mass balance diagram for a glacier not unlike that of Lyell or Maclure. The blue 
arrows indicate conditions under which net mass balance would be positive, with more 
snow falling in the accumulation zone near the peak than is lost due to melt in the 
ablation zone near the end moraine. The red arrows show conditions under which net 
mass balance would be negative, with more snow being lost in the ablation zone than is 
gained in the accumulation zone. The Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA) marks snowline, 
where net accumulation is effectively zero. The end moraine indicates more recent 
glacier maximum, in our case, the Little Ice Age moraine. 
 
52. Another way of looking at the net mass balance profile, bx, as one travels down 
valley a distance x. The ELA is at the point where local mass balance shifts from 
positive to negative. (After Anderson and Anderson 2010). 
 
53. While the tree rings cover winter mass balance (in blue), summer mass balance is 
needed (in red) to create the net mass balance (in green) that drives how the glacier 
operates. Winter mass balance in this figure demonstrates a positive gain varying with 
elevations, while summer mass balance accounts for loss due to melt or sublimation. 
The positive of the ELA can shift from year to year depending on positive or negative 
net mass balance. 
 
54. The conceptual figure behind the model explored in the section below. In blue is the 
winter mass balance with maximum winter mass balance, bwmax, at the highest 
elevation or peak, and the minimum winter balance, bwmin, nearly reaching zero at a far 
lower elevation. It is the winter mass balance, specifically bwmax, that is addressed by 
the tree rings. Summer mass balance, bs, in red is interpreted using a positive degree 
day function. By combining the winter and summer mass balances we can calculate a 
net mass balance, shown in green. Our lapse rate of 6°C per kilometer is shown on the 
right, with temperature decreasing with the increase in elevation. Due to the positioning 
of the peak and LIA moraines of each glacier, we are primarily dealing with only the 
upper elevations of mass balance, hence the ability to not focus on bwmin. 
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55. The positive degree day method only allows melt when the temperature oscillates 
above 0°C (shown in yellow). To see when this happens we look at diurnal and annual 
oscillation around a mean annual temperature that varies with elevation. 
 
56. Illustration of the algorithm used to calculate changes in ice thickness at each grid 
point given local mass balance. Mass balance, , is shown for a section of glacier of 
width  and length, . 
€ 
Qx  represents the ice discharge into the box (heading down 
slope) while 
€ 
Qx+dx  represents the discharge out of the box. The ice discharge includes 
that due to both ice deformation and sliding (After Anderson and Anderson 2010).  
 
57. The start of the model allows for steady state climate, building ice on the bed profile 
from which the modern glacier ice has been removed. A steady state climate is derived 
from 95% of the maximum annual tree ring record snow depth forcing allowing a glacier 
to be built up until the point at which the tree ring record can be introduced. This initial 
glacier is built to have its terminus near the LIA moraine, or likely a bit past the moraine 
as historical records might suggest.  
 
58. The model now being driven by a tree ring dictated maximum winter mass balance, 
shows the change in glacier thickness and extent while retaining its former maximum 
position, indicated by the red line.  
 
59. In the final stages of the model, the glacier has retreated will off of its LIA moraine 
through maximum winter mass balance dictated by tree rings. The previous maximum 
extent remains in red. 
 
60. One output figure from a model run showing a) the MLH PICO chronology used to 
drive winter mass balance, b) the average mean annual temperature given at the tree 
ring site and adjusted using a lapse rate with elevation of 6°C/km to apply to the glaciers 
and c) the projected maximum winter mass balance as predicted by the tree rings. 
 
61. In this final figure, blue represents the final position of our modeled glacier, red 
represents the bed profile and green represents the actual extent of the current glacier. 
 
62. Snowline change as dictated by snow depth recorded by the tree ring chronology, is 
shown in the upper panel in blue. In red we see the terminus history of the steady state 
glacier being built until the tree ring chronology comes in during the late 1700’s. The 
black circles represent actual measured historical terminus positions (Basagic 2004).  
 
63. Maclure Glacier mid model run, reaching its maximum extent by dipping in towards 
Maclure Lake and covering the LIA moraine. The steady state glacier is built to just shy 
of the maximum extent before the tree ring chronology provides the maximum winter 
mass balance forcing. Glacier maximum extent is maintained in purple.  
 
! 
b
! 
w
! 
dx
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64. As the tree rings are introduced we see a beginning of thinning of the Maclure 
Glacier towards their initial historical field observation. Maximum extent remains in 
purple as the blue glacier thins and pulls away from Maclure Lake. 
 
65. The final figure from the model run shows a greatly diminished Maclure Glacier both 
in extent and in volume. The glacier has retreated well off of its LIA moraine and the 
previous maximum extent is still held in purple. 
 
66. As was produced with the Lyell Glacier model, this Maclure Glacier plot shows the 
modeled current extent of the glacier in blue, the actual estimated extent in green and 
the bed profile in red.  
 
67. Maclure Glacier model history. Although we lack historical data points for extent 
(shown in black), the changes in terminus position are reasonable in that they match 
both the 1900 and present positions relatively well. 
 
68. Rafferty creek, in August 2010, after a fairly heavy snow year. Even with a larger 
snow pack, this stream is nearly completely dry by the latter part of the melt season. 
 
69. Final volume profiles for both Lyell and Maclure Glaciers. We can see an increasing 
volume while building the glaciers to their LIA maximums before volume begins to 
decrease significantly as both of the glaciers not only retreat but thin considerably. 
 
 
 
LIST OF TABLES 
1. The areas, as measured by Basagic (2004) using aerial photography, are shown for 
each year he provided. Much more information exists for the West and East Lyell 
Glacier than for the Maclure Glacier. Percentage change, also calculated by Basagic 
2004 is shown at the most recent year of analysis within that project. Extent estimates 
are constructed using the area, Yosemite Glacier Reports and aerial photography.  
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1. Introduction 
Introduction to the Sierra and Sierran Glaciers 
 
The Sierra Nevada range forms the eastern spine of California in the western U.S. It is 
formidable geographic barrier, separating the central California valley from the dry basin 
and range desert region of eastern California and Nevada. The barrier is impressive, 
with numerous peaks reaching above 4,000 meters. Although width of the range is 
variable – from 65 kilometers to 130 kilometers – it stretches about 640 kilometers from 
head to tail, and dips into both Oregon and Nevada. The range is bounded by the 
Susan River and Fredonyer Pass in the north and by Tehachapi Pass in the south. 
 
With the prevailing winds coming from the west, as air rises and cools over the Sierra, 
heavy snowfall occurs, often preventing moisture from reaching the eastern basins and 
creating a strong rain shadow effect (WRCC 2011). The South Entrance to Yosemite 
National Park, located on the western slope, receives approximately four times the 
winter precipitation seen on the east side of the park at the Lee Vining Station (Basagic 
2008). How much snowfall occurs in any given area within the range is largely 
dependent on elevation and on exposure to the westerlies along the range.  
 
Summers in the Sierra tend to be hot and dry and severe thunderstorms are rare. 
Winters, on the other hand, are cold and wet, carrying with them heavy snowfall. This 
seasonal variability becomes very important to understanding the glaciers in Yosemite’s 
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high country, and creates the annual variability that allows a reconstruction of what 
regional climate has looked like in the past. 
 
 
Fig 1. Context map showing the Sierra Nevada Range within California. The snowy range is home to 
numerous small glaciers. (NASA MODIS Image, March 3, 2004) 
 
The glacial history of this region is fairly well documented. Approximately five glacial 
advances are recorded, depending on the drainage basin, stretching back through the 
Pleistocene, with some of these major advances containing within them smaller periods 
of advance. The last glacial maximum (LGM) occurred 21 + 2 ka, and is locally referred 
to as the Tioga period (Clark and Gillespie 1997). During this time, glaciers within 
Yosemite National Park extended far into valleys such as Yosemite Valley and Lyell 
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Canyon, though it was the Sherwin Glaciation of about 760,000 ka that is likely the most 
extensive and long lasting (Yount and La Point 1997). 
 
The most recent glacial advance, and the one focused on within this project, is referred 
to as the Matthes, and corresponds to the ‘Little Ice Age’, a term coined by F.E. Matthes 
in 1939 (Mann 2002). Little Ice Age refers to a cool period generally recognized from 
1250-1900 AD, during which glaciation was renewed and glaciers advanced throughout 
the northern hemisphere (Grove 1988). This period is recorded within the Sierra Nevada 
in lake sediments, tree-rings and moraines, (Stine 1996; Basagic 2008) and is further 
confirmed with photographic evidence and lithographs from John Muir (1883) and I.C. 
Russell (1883). This date of 1883 is considered the LIA glacial maximum within the 
Sierra, as even in 1885, photographs demonstrate glacial retreat back from LIA 
moraines.  
 
Today’s glaciers are considerably smaller than their predecessors, often clinging to 
shaded high mountain cirques as if taking on a self-preservationist attitude. Glaciers 
most commonly occupy north and northeast aspects (Basagic 2008) at elevations 
between 3090 and 4148 meters (Raub et al. 2006). 
 
Previous Studies and Dendrochronology 
 
Dendrochronology, the use of trees to derive information about timing in the landscape, 
is used in many capacities within Yosemite and the Sierra. The tool is used to 
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understand events from rock fall frequency, mega floods and paleo-stream flow, to 
changes in stand dynamics and paleoclimate. The tool is reliable when used properly 
and can shed light on a variety of questions all in a similar environment.  
 
Quite relevant to this project, tree rings and dendrochronology have been used to 
further explore what was happening regionally during the Little Ice Age. In order for 
glaciers to advance, one would expect this time to be wetter (snowier) or cooler, or both 
(Stine 2004), causing an advance in glacier extent and perhaps a decrease in melt as 
evidenced by decreased lake level. Graumlich (1993) used dendrochronology to confirm 
that temperatures remained below modern mean annual temperatures from 1450 to 
1850. Multiple projects (Graumlich 1993, Scuderi 1987, Bunn 2005, etc) have 
constrained these dates within the context of Sierran coniferous species. 
 
Many studies, such as that of Graumlich 1993, then extract precipitation and 
temperature components of paleoclimate from the tree rings to compare with the 20th 
century. These studies indicate that 20th century precipitation variation in particular is 
anomalous with respect to precipitation variation in the past.  Bunn et al. (2005) focused 
on changing growth trends in high Sierran species possibly from a global climate 
change signature and concluded that the growth rates seen in the last half of the 20th 
century are different from any time during the past 1,000 years.  
 
A common theme within much of the Sierran dendrochronology literature is the use of 
the history of tree ring growth rate as a paleoclimate proxy, be it of precipitation or 
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temperature. Typically this is done on a regional scale in an attempt to make a 
statement concerning the Sierra as a whole, or a species response as a whole, but 
within this lies the possibility of interpreting the story being told by a single stand about 
its local environment. That is the direction taken by this project, the goal being to 
interpret the histories of two small alpine glaciers and the only stand of trees that has 
spent its lifetime looking up at them.  
 
“Few are altogether deaf to the preaching of pine trees. Their sermons on the 
mountains go to our hearts; and if people in general could be got into the woods, even 
for once, to hear the trees speak for themselves, all difficulties in the way of forest 
preservation would vanish.” 
  - John Muir, 1896 
 
______________________ 
 
2. Study Area and Introduction to Tree Rings 
Tree Morphology  
 
It is difficult to talk about the process of interpreting tree rings without a basic 
understanding of tree ring morphology and how rings are formed. Dendrochronology 
hinges on the fact that trees put on annual rings. Each year a new layer is created with 
a distinct start and finish representing a single year. The new wood grows from the 
cambium layer between the previous year’s wood and the bark, essentially adding a 
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‘layer’ on top of previous layers much like adding coats of paint to an already painted 
wall. This new wood is generally added in the spring (typical growth season) when 
resources are available for growth, meaning sunlight, water and appropriate 
temperatures. New growth cells are typically large and decrease in size as the growth 
season approaches the dormant season – typically, fall. The shift from fervent growth in 
the early season to the final slog toward the end of the growing season creates 
earlywood and latewood. In a poetic sense, each ring represents an awakening of the 
tree, energetic growth in the early season and slowing down or aging in the late season. 
 
Cells of earlywood are characterized primarily by their much lighter color than the later 
cells. The cell walls are thin and the cells are generally much larger in diameter. This 
represents the time when the tree is thriving and continuously growing. The latewood 
appears much darker in color. The cells walls are much thicker and the cells themselves 
are smaller in diameter. This pattern continues from the pith – or initial year of growth – 
all the way out to the start of the bark. 
 
Variation is the cornerstone of pulling climate information from a tree ring series. 
However, variation can come in many forms. Variation in total ring width is perhaps the 
most common observable feature used in dendrochronology. This involves looking at 
the full ring width – including earlywood and latewood – for each year. When measuring 
one ring, the year is the full width of the earlywood plus the width of the latewood to 
create one width measurement value. One can also document the variation in latewood 
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width – just the dark cells - and variation in latewood density – the darkness of the 
latewood band.  
 
Variation of all forms within rings is due to variations in environmental conditions and 
influences. By studying variation one is inherently studying the changing conditions. For 
this reason, it is critical that rings are not simply counted. Cross-dating must be carried 
out resulting in the assignment of specific and accurate years that correlate between 
trees within a stand. Simply counting is not cross-dating, for reasons described below. 
 
Species Specifics 
The species was also an important consideration. High alpine trees are more likely to be 
stressed than those at either lower elevations or located close to reliable sources of 
water. Although a low elevation tree growing near a stream, for example, may appear 
abnormally large, one would likely find that it was simply a ‘happy’ tree, meaning that 
without any environmental stressors, the tree is able to put on considerable and 
consistent growth from year to year with little or no variability. In order for climate 
information to be extracted from a tree, it is critical that this variability exists and relates 
to or mirrors some specific feature of the local climate, a topic in further detail below.  
 
Pinus contorta var. murrayana or Lodgepole Pine or PICO (a standard abbreviation for 
the species in dendrochronology), is one of the most widely distributed trees in the 
western ranges of the United States. Its ability to thrive under harsh conditions allows its 
domain to be expansive within the Cascade Range, Sierra Nevada and Klamath 
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Mountains with smaller populations stretching into Mexico (Krugman 1974). Their ability 
to persevere and expand is perhaps best demonstrated by their growth in places where 
the seeds of other species are unable to take hold, or where there has been a recent 
natural disaster such as fire.  Pinus contorta is not choosy about soils allowing it to 
thrive even in ‘well-drained glacial outwashes’ (Critchfield 1980) and soils based in 
granite as would be expected in the Yosemite region (Parker 1989).  
 
 
Fig 2 (a). Pinus contorta var. murrayana or Sierran Lodgepole Pine in Yosemite. (b). Species territory 
map. 
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Pinus contorta dominates in the upper montane and subalpine forests (Benedict 1984) 
and in the Sierra in particular can form pure stands in what is known as the Sierran 
Lodgepole Pine zone (Atzet et al 1990). In the Sierra, these trees greatly prefer areas 
that see high levels of winter precipitation mostly in the form of snow (30 to 60 inches of 
total precipitation annually) (Rundel et al 1977), and warmer summers. All of these 
constraints are characteristics of our site. The high elevation of our site, as well, is not 
atypical for Pinus contorta, which occurs anywhere from 1515 meters to 3508 meters in 
elevation in the Sierra specifically (Lotan et al. 1990).  
 
Easily identifiable by their remarkable straight growth – ideal for building a lodge – it is 
fairly uncommon to see Pinus contorta grow in width but much more common to see 
rapid growth in height. This makes age more difficult to estimate by eye. This species 
typically grows from 28 meters to 30 meters in height, quickly shooting towards the sun 
and rapidly growing in areas with little competition, although trees nearer to timberline 
are often seen to be stunted (Critchfield 1978). While with many mountainous species 
the crown can be a good indicator of age, Pinus contorta, as seems to be the case with 
many characteristics, differs from the norm. In species such as Douglas Fir 
(Psuedotsuga menziesii), the crown becomes increasingly broad and complex with age 
with branches building in thickness. Pinus contorta crowns are typically narrow and 
more open, seemingly masking the age of the tree (Anderson 2003).  Stands of Pinus 
contorta are often close to the same age, and typically live for long periods of time 
sometimes even over 600 years (Keeley 1981). This places our site in middle age.  In 
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the Sierra in particular, Pinus contorta have among the highest survival and growth 
rates when located on high bluffs and moderate to steep slopes (Chan 1989).   
 
 
Fig 3. Characteristic Pinus contorta bark prevalent at the base camp second step site. 
 
As previously mentioned, stands are commonly uniform in age. However, a varying 
degree of tree density can indicate a multi-age stand. Multi-age stands typically occur 
either from multiple periods of stand development or from environmental events such as 
wind or disease. In the case of the Lyell Canyon site, from historical records it appears 
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more likely that there were multiple periods of stand development allowing the ages of 
trees to vary around three different generations as seen within the chronology 
(Alexander 1986). Their ability to thrive comes from both a high seed viability – Up to 72 
percent in the Sierra (Critchfield 1980) - and ability to survive harsh climate conditions – 
seeds can survive up to 17 years in ‘cold storage’ (Krugman 1974). 
 
The resilience of Pinus contorta is critical in building a stand of any significant age near 
Lyell and Maclure glaciers. Because the species can survive under harsh conditions, 
not only are we able to develop a chronology stretching over 400 years, but one that 
demonstrates significant variability that reflects regional climate fluctuations from one 
year to the next.  
 
Site specifics 
Tree ring samples were collected from the highest elevation stand of trees below Lyell 
and Maclure Glaciers. Lyell and Maclure Glaciers, sitting back to back at roughly 3770 
meters, have present termini well above tree line. While trees do sparsely exist up to 
about 3370 meters, a true stand is required to build a formal chronology, for reasons to 
be explained later on in this section.   
 
The chosen stand sits at the very top of the Lyell Canyon on what is considered the 
second ‘step’ from the valley below. The valley itself is abundant in Whitebark Pine 
(Pinus albicaulis) and Lodgepole Pine (Pinus contorta), the latter of which is becoming 
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increasingly abundant in the valley, sneaking its way into higher elevations over the past 
century.  
 
Fig 4. Context map including Maclure and Lyell Glaciers, the sampled stand of Pinus contorta, the greater 
Lyell Canyon and Tuolumne Meadows all within the boundaries of Yosemite National Park.  
 
The photographic records indicate that Pinus contorta is becoming more densely 
populated both in the valleys and up the rocky ridges, and is becoming more abundant 
in high elevation areas. This would indicate relatively recent changes in the 
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environmental conditions. The large difference in the vegetation seen in the two photos 
below was part of the inspiration to attempt to build a Pinus contorta chronology: some 
change in the local climate must have occurred between the times of the photos to allow 
the trees to become more dominant in a place where they had once been fairly sparse. 
 
 
Fig 5a. An 1885 print by I.C. Russell looking up the Tuolumne Valley at Lyell Glacier.  
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Fig 5b. A 2009 field photo overlaying the 1885 print from the same repeat photo site from the same time 
of year looking up Tuolumne Valley at Lyell Glacier. The photo was taken to look at the significant 
changes in glacier extent but also gave insight into the tremendous increase in Pinus contorta population 
and extent. 
 
The ideal stand would have at least 20 trees of reasonably old age.  While numerous 
old trees reside on the rocky cliffs leading up to the glaciers, these trees typically stand 
solo and independent of others, and appear to be extremely wind and water stressed. 
Being more similar to krummholz, the often twisted nature of these trees’ trunks make 
them finicky candidates for coring; their isolated ‘personalities’ do not allow them to be a 
part of a cohesive chronology. It was necessary to find a site of trees sharing a similar 
ground cover and a smaller area so that environmental stresses would more likely 
appear common amongst the trees in the stand.  
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Preliminary Field Work 
During a 2009 trip to the glaciers, camp was based on the second step where it was 
noticed that some abnormally large trees had made a home. The size, density, and 
proximity to the glaciers suggested strongly that the work of creating a full chronology 
would be fruitful.  
 
 
Fig 6. Two Pinus contorta trees surrounded by young Pinus albicaulis trees. The left has a noticeable 
lightning scar, which was carefully avoided during coring. A climbing axe appears for scale. 
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Fig 7. Pinus contorta of impressive size located at the second step base camp. This individual tree had 
seen considerable damage from lightning. There is a backpack and steam drill container for scale. 
 
In June of 2010, on a subsequent trip, increment borers were brought in to sample a 
select few trees (the process to be described in more detail later in this section). Six 
samples were taken from three different trees. The first tree was located near Lyell 
Creek, an outlet stream flowing from the Lyell Glacier as it passes down towards the 
first step of Lyell Canyon. This tree served as a baseline test, based on the assumption 
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that a tree near water should show consistent growth and little tree ring variability due to 
steady resources and little stress. Although very large, this tree was barely over 100 
years old. The assumption did prove correct concerning the consistency of the rings. 
The latter two trees were located at the base camp used on the 2009 trip. Sitting on 
rockier soil, well removed from the stream and more exposed to the elements, it was 
expected that these trees would be greater in age relative to size and would have more 
variability in ring width such that stressful years could be seen with the naked eye. 
These trees both demonstrated significant variability in ring width, and ages ranging 
around 250-300 years based on a field estimate. It is important to know if a tree cross 
dates, not only with itself but also with its neighbors. Two cores were taken from each of 
the trees so that rings could be compared on two sides of the tree, as well as between 
the other two. Visual inspection for such cross-tree consistency again suggested that 
attempting an entire chronology would be worthwhile. 
 
These early samples were discarded as the trees had just begun the growth season 
and a complete field season was anticipated towards the end of the growing season. 
 
3. Methodology 
i. Field 
Defining the Site 
In August of 2010, field equipment for attaining tree ring samples was brought in by 
mule and planted at the second step, in the heart of the desired stand of trees. The first 
half-day of field work was spent making certain that individual trees were correctly 
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identified as being of the same species. The second step is dominated by Pinus 
contorta but a great deal of younger Pinus albicaulis is mixed in. Differentiating between 
the two was critical as any misidentified trees could add false data into the chronology.  
 
Three different areas of the second step were identified. Each was addressed in order 
so as not to core a single tree multiple times or to miss a valuable specimen completely. 
The stand sits on a roughly U-shaped platform with the base camp section sitting at the 
lowest part of the U. Field work began at the northernmost end of the stand (or left arm 
of the U). 
 
Equipment 
Three Haglof increment borers were used to attain cores from each tree. These borers 
are the traditional technology for taking core samples allowing for evaluation of tree age, 
ring width time series, early and latewood ring width information, and ring density, as 
well as damage history. The borer involves a T-bar setup in which a long, hollow drill bit 
fits into a bar forming a ‘T’, and a half circle metal sword – often called the ‘spoon’ – with 
backwards-facing teeth.  
 
The field worker uses best judgment as to where to core, based on how the tree is 
situated, if there are outward signs of damage and the estimated location of the pith. A 
core that hits the pith provides a better chance for the dendrochronologist to establish 
the exact age of the tree. In the event of a sloped surface on which the tree is growing, 
cores are taken perpendicular to the slope along contour. This prevents the variability in 
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growth from being confused by compression wood as the tree is either pulled by gravity 
or is impacted by sliding debris coming from upslope. Directly coring into a damaged 
section should generally be avoided for reasons to be explained below.   
 
The fieldworker puts together the ‘T’ setup and then places the sharp end of the bit in a 
spot of the bark at roughly chest height. Chest height typically guarantees a healthy 
section of tree that will give an accurate representation of growth and ring dynamics.  
 
Pushing ones weight into the tree allows the sharp end of the drill bit to press into the 
bark while the fieldworker starts to turn the increment borer clockwise slowly so that the 
threads begin to catch. Once beyond the bark, the fieldworker can simply turn the T-bar, 
making sure to keep the drill bit going straight into the tree, aiming for the pith. Turning 
continues until the full length of the corer has been reached, damage has been hit or the 
pith has been well surpassed. At this point the spoon can be inserted into the hollow drill 
bit underneath the core, making sure that it is pressed all of the way in. The fieldworker 
then turns the T-bar one full turn counterclockwise so that the core is broken free from 
the wood while still within the tree and the spoon is back to being below the core. The 
spoon is then carefully removed straight out of the drill bit, the backwards teeth at the 
end of the spoon bringing out the entire core settled in the groove of the spoon. Once 
the core has been removed, rotating the T-bar counterclockwise can back out the drill 
bit.  
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Fig 8. Coring Pinus contorta during preliminary field work in June of 2009. The photo shows an 
assembled Haglof Increment Borer and the start of taking a single core. 
 
The size (both length and diameter) of the Haglof increment borers used was 
determined based on the previous field research, which spoke to the general size of 
trees, and based on knowledge of the general thickness of the bark itself. It was 
important to select a length that could easily reach the pith of the majority of trees 
sampled and a diameter that would allow for easy reading of tree rings widths in the 
field with the naked eye.  
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Two increment borers had a length of 12 inches and one had a length of 10 inches to be 
used on smaller or damaged trees. All three increment borers had diameters of 5.15 
millimeters allowing for a core to be taken large enough to allow for easy estimation of 
age and field identification of patterns between trees.  
 
Threading of the drill bit was also important. Two increment borers used had three 
threads – more suitable for faster coring especially on softer trees – and one increment 
borer had two threads – more suitable for slower coring when it was suspected that the 
tree might be damaged or the wood seemed especially hard.  
 
Which increment borer was used depended heavily on the tree. Many showed evidence 
of lightning damage, wind damage, or disease, as evidenced by scarring or leaking of 
sap out of the bark. Under these circumstances it can be particularly dangerous 
(expensive) to core as there is the potential of the threads of the drill bit to lose their 
purchase on the wood in a rotten section of the tree, making it very difficult to extract the 
increment borer back out of the tree. For this reason, the increment borers were fitted 
with a small rubber band (method courtesy of Greg Pederson, USGS) that locked the 
top bar in place with the drill bit so that the field workers weight could be used to help 
‘unstick’ the drill bit. 
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Fig 9. Removing a core from a tree using the spoon. The spoon pulls the core out using backwards ‘teeth’ 
through the hollow drill bit. The core, in its most raw form, shows the bark end as well as rings often bright 
with sap. 
 
Field Process 
Cores were taken from 34 individual Pinus contorta trees on the second step. Taking 
multiple cores, when possible, from a single tree ensures more accurate cross dating 
both within the tree and within the stand. Under this policy, a total of 70 cores were 
taken. These cores ranged from complete cores to the pith, shortened cores that 
stopped when damage was reached, and cores that hit the pith but had damage in the 
middle. 
 
Each individual core was carefully placed in a paper straw by sliding the straw down the 
spoon. As much of the bark as possible was retained, as well as the damaged or rotten 
wood in the middle of cores. All cores in the paper straws were placed in the same 
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direction – bark first (most recent growth year), pith last (oldest growth year) to ensure 
that the correct direction of growth was taken into account in the lab. Paper straws are 
preferable over the now more common plastic straws, as paper straws allow the core to 
dry and not become moldy, as it is likely that the core will sit for quite a while in this 
state until they are removed in a lab. In addition, paper straws are more easily torn into 
smaller straws to accommodate shorter cores and simply be more frugal with resources. 
Paper straws are also more easily folded and sealed using the highly technical method 
of ‘spit-sealing’, preventing the loss of cores or parts of cores during transport. 
 
Each straw was marked in Sharpie with the chronology name, species name, number 
(and letter) of core, date of coring, initials of fieldworker and any important comments. 
Using standard dendrochronological procedure, the chronology name is typically 3 
letters in length, an acronym for a location. The name “MLH” was given to the 
chronology standing for “Mount Lyell Home” after the base camp and the prominent 
view of the East Lyell Glacier. The species name is also a dendrochronological practice 
in which a global code is used to identify the species rather than writing out the full 
name. This code also makes later computer analysis more easily organized. Pinus 
contorta goes by the name ‘PICO’ in all field and lab dendrochronological settings. The 
number of the core goes in order of coring. The letter after the number identifies one 
core of an individual tree when more than one core is taken. The initials of a fieldworker 
ensure accountability but also, in the event of missing notes, can trace the core back to 
a specific person. The date of coring provides information of the most recent year of 
growth as well as how far along in the growing season one would expect the tree to be. 
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Important comments can include information that may not be obvious with just the core 
in hand, such as clear signs of lightning strike, problems with removing the core, broken 
pieces or an estimation of age.  
 
 
Fig 10. Example of notes written on a paper straw containing a core. 
 
In addition to notes on the core itself, extensive field notes are taken involving all of the 
information above as well as notes as to the location on each tree where each core was 
taken (often a diagram), more in-depth notes about tree condition, location, proximity to 
water sources or other trees, and surface or soil information. Problems with coring are 
also recorded. In addition to written notes, a GPS point was taken for each tree using a 
handheld Garmin eTrex Vista. This ensures that each tree is only cored one time, that 
trees with issues during coring can be readdressed as necessary, and that trees can be 
located during subsequent field trips. It also provides valuable spatial data for tree 
growth in the area. 
 
Cores within straws are stored in a map case for safe transportation back to the lab. 
Increment borers must be cleaned after (and sometimes during) each field day. This 
ensures that cores do not get pulled out damaged from coring flaws and that the drill bit 
stays sharp enough both to be efficient and to do minimal damage to the tree. 
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A common question is how much damage to the tree occurs from taking a core. It is in 
fact not more damage than that of a single beetle in the tree, and the healing power of 
the trees is usually such that upon subsequent trips into the field, one can no longer 
locate where the tree had previously been cored. Healing begins almost instantaneously 
upon the removal of the drill bit.  
 
It is important to note that damaged or incomplete cores remain important. It is often the 
case that rotten wood is hit, or that a chunk of the most recent years falls off with the 
bark and is lost. Cores missing large sections on either end remain valuable for the 
period of time that allows cross-dating. Even without knowledge of what years are 
contained within a segment of a core, cross-dating is still possible and very important. 
 
ii. Pre-Laboratory Processing 
Mounting 
After the hurdle of getting all of the cores safely back to a lab, a certain amount of 
preparation is required before the rings themselves can be most accurately read. 
Accuracy and patience in this pre-lab work is essential as errors at this stage can 
compound. Without clear rings, growth can be mis-measured, skewing our interpretation 
of how the trees have responded to the events surrounding them. With each step of 
processing, error can grow, so it is critical that the preparation of the raw cores 
themselves is done with great care. 
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It is important to note that cores rarely come back from the field in perfect form. Whether 
there were issues in the coring or issues in transport, cores often come back 
fragmented or twisted. These are issues that must be addressed as the pre-lab 
preparation begins. 
 
Twisted cores – often due to problems with the spoon rotating slightly during the coring 
process – must be straightened. A twisted core shows rings that appear distorted; the 
lines between the rings appear blurred where they should be clear down to a single cell 
layer. To address this issue, twists can be un-done by adding warm moisture to the core 
in the form of steam from a teapot, and slowing twisting it by hand. In the event of a 
fragmented core, puzzle playing is the most effective way of piecing back together the 
original core. Where gaps exist after the pieces are together, a mark is made on the 
mount to signal a lost chunk of time. 
 
Cores from the Lyell site had been dried while in transport, and had been in the straws 
for approximately three weeks during which time pre-lab preparation was being set up 
and a lab to analyze the cores was being located. 
 
Cores were mounted on yellow poplar mounts (from Frame and Trim Molding in Terra 
Alta, West Virginia) that were delivered as 3/8 inch by 3/4 inch by 48 inch poles with a 
beveled top and a semi-circular notch. Each 48 inch mount was cut to the size of its 
respective core after the core had been dried within the mount. Before taking a core out 
of its paper straw, the notes on the straw were transferred word-for-word to the mount 
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on which the core was about to be relocated. To mount a core itself, a thin strip of wood 
glue was placed on the mount, and the core itself was laid on top, cradled within the 
groove of the mount. By convention, the bark end is usually placed to the left as if 
reading tree rings were similar to reading a book – from left to right, youngest to oldest 
rings. All cores are mounted with the cell structure in the vertical direction (i.e. 
perpendicular to the pattern of the tree rings). This positioning is easily accomplished 
because the sides of the core are shiny, representing the long narrow cells. Obtaining a 
clear cell structure permits the ring boundaries to be seen every clearly – down to the 
edge of the cell – while looking down at the core through a microscope. 
 
 
Fig 11. This figure shows cores correctly placed in the core mount. The vertical cell structure can be seen 
on the ends of both cores, parallel to the arrow. 
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Fig 12. A mounted core as seen through a microscope. The ring boundaries are clear due to the vertical 
alignment of the cell structure. 
 
Once the core has been placed on the glue within the mount in the correct position, it is 
imperative that the core and mount both dry and that all fractures are avoided. String 
was looped around the entire mount starting at the bark end, going down to the last ring 
and then coming back up to end in a knot at the bark end, once again forming a series 
of ‘X’’s across the mount. In the event of a fracture or a gap, the string was looped 
multiple times to keep the pieces together. If these ‘X’’s are close together, it prevents 
the wood from cracking as the glue dries. After the cores have been mounted and tied, 
a wooden 2-by-4 is placed directly on top along a few bricks for weight. This serves to 
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prevent the core from popping out of the mount and cracking, and that the core dries in 
the manner in which it was placed in the mount.  
 
After a full 24 hours, the strings are removed from the mounts. In the event that a core 
has become cracked in the process of drying, it is re-glued and bound for an additional 
24 hours. Initially the cores are mounted one after another on a single 48 inch mount. 
After drying and string removal, the mounts are cut to the size of each core for easier 
analysis in the lab.  
 
Sanding 
Even in their mounted state, the cores are not easily readable. While rings are easily 
seen with the naked eye, where one ends and another begins is extremely blurred. 
Evidence of missing rings or false rings is impossible to see at this stage even with a 
microscope. Without clear edges and a clear view of growth imperfections, data 
concerning local climate cannot accurately be extracted from the cores.  
 
Sanding the cores allows the rings to be more clearly seen, the early and latewood 
more clearly defined, and abnormalities made more apparent. The process involves first 
creating a level surface and then gradually using finer grits of sand paper until the lab 
worker is essentially just shining the core’s surface to get the clearest view possible on 
the microscopic level.  
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Belt sanding is the most common way to bring core samples up to par. A Makita 9404 
8.8-amp belt sander was used for prepping the chronology, referred to as MLH PICO.  
The sander has a 4 inch by 24 inch belt, recommended for both cores – especially 
those of greater lengths – and cross sections. The ability to adjust the speed is critical 
for use on fragile cores, or as the grit was changed. The belt sander is designed to 
move dust away from the material to be sanded. Unfortunately this belt sander is 
designed to be used in a hand-held position. It is far simpler to have the sander instead 
secured with the core being the moving part. To address this issue, a sander mount was 
built so that the belt sander could be operated upside down without having to be held. In 
this manner the belt could run continuously facing up.  
 
For the first round, all cores were sanded using a 4 inch by 24 inch 120-grit belt. This 
initial sanding round is the most abrasive and is designed to create a flat surface on the 
core. It is extremely important to move the core back and forth continuously on the 
moving belt – parallel to the direction of motion – to prevent burning of the core. At this 
stage, only light pressure need be applied to achieve the flat surface. A core is done in 
this stage when a flat surface just barely higher than the mount itself is reached.  
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Fig 13. A mounted core after the initial phases of sanding. The core is not flush with the mount but rather 
slightly above it allowing for more flexibility in later stages of sanding. (Photo from Lamont Doherty Tree 
Ring Lab, Columbia University) 
 
All cores were treated with the 120-grit paper before continuing. The 120-grit belt was 
then removed and replaced with a 180-grit belt. This belt starts the phase of smoothing 
the wood and adding clarity to the rings. Again it is important that the core is continually 
in motion to avoid burning. During this step, scratches from the 120-grit belt are 
smoothed out and a generally smooth surface is achieved. While it still lacks the shine 
required for clarity, the tree rings can now be much more clearly seen. The shine begins 
to come through after all of the cores have been processed with the 180-grit belt and a 
220-grit belt is added. It can take a substantial amount of time to get to this point; the 
220-grit belt requires the most patience. This phase very slowly removes any residual 
roughness and takes the cores to a shiny clarity. 
 
The final sanding phase is done by hand with 400 or higher grit paper. Any impurities on 
the surface of the core are addressed and fractures or areas where a false or missing 
ring is suspected can be brought to light in even more detail. All sanding through this 
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phase is done well away from the lab to avoid dust near microscopes. However, hand 
sanding continues throughout the initial microscope work as unclear rings arise. 
 
iii. Laboratory Processing 
Cross-Dating 
The preliminary step towards analysis in the lab is the initial cross-dating. Although 
other technologies have arisen in the past few years, the most accurate and reliable 
method is still to do this by hand and employ the pattern matching skills of the human 
brain to make initial assignments of years to rings. 
 
Initially the only setup involved is a microscope with a platform and LED lighting for 
better viewing, and a computer file for ease of note recording.  As each core is 
analyzed, narrow rings, exceptionally wide rings, and series abnormalities are noted. 
The earliest and most recent dates are also recorded. These notes can be compared 
and bolstered as more and more cores are added into the database.  
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Fig 14. Example of the file kept to record manual cross-dating. The sample name is given as well as the 
earliest and most recent dates, total number of years covered, and significant patterns seen within the 
rings. Narrow rings are marked as ‘NR’, extremely narrow rings are in blue, and missing or false rings are 
in red. 
 
The purpose of manual cross-dating is simply to give each individual ring on each 
individual core a calendar year. In order for this to be accomplished, a tree must first be 
cross-dated within itself, using multiple cores from the tree, before it can be cross-dated 
with its neighbors within a stand. The first step is to take two cores from a single tree 
and validate the hypothesis that these two cores should in fact agree with one another – 
meaning ring patterns fall in the same place on one side of the tree as on the other. As 
many trees as possible should be internally cross-dated. As this process progresses, 
stand commonalities become apparent, allowing the stand-scale cross-dating to be 
more easily and confidently accomplished. 
 
To start, a pair of cores from a single tree is selected. These cores are usually ones that 
have no breaks, have clear rings and appear to agree with one another to the naked 
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eye. Ideally this first pair is an easy one to cross date, allowing marker years to become 
apparent without having to address possible oddities. Cross-dating within a tree is done 
by starting with the bark end of the tree and going back in time. Since the most recent 
year is known on the bark end (for example, since trees were cored in Summer of 2010, 
the last ring represents the growth wood at the end of the 2010 growth season), there is 
a fixed point from which to work backwards. Rings from cores of the same tree are 
compared by relative width going back in time – wide-to-wide and narrow-to-narrow. 
Patterns of multiple narrow or multiple wide, or alternating width rings, make for easy 
marker years to allow for confident correlation. Matching the rings and counting back in 
time to the pith or earliest year available assigns each ring a date. In addition, it yields 
an estimated age for the tree. It is important to note that relative ring width is what is 
being compared. Even within one individual tree it is possible for one side to be much 
more compressed than the other, therefore giving the overall appearance of smaller 
rings. However, the patterns should still match when relative width is considered.  
 
In order to keep track of progress made when cross-dating within a single tree, a 
conventional marking approach is used. Each millennium is marked with four dots 
directly on the ring in pencil. Each century is marked with three dots; half century with 
two dots; decade with one dot. In the event that multiple centuries are passed, it is 
usually practical to write the century on the side of the core. For example, the year 2000 
ring is marked with four dots, the year 1900 with three dots, the year 1950 with two dots 
and the year 1980 with one dot. 
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Fig 15a. Conventional manual cross-dating using pattern matching of relative ring width to correlate rings 
within a single tree and trees within a stand. A single dot on the core is used to denote a decade, double 
dots are used to denote a half-century, triple dots denote a century and quadruple dots denote a 
millennium. 
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Fig 15b. Cross dated cores are shown with the conventional marks designating the century 1900. Also 
visible is the pattern matching between cores that depends on relative ring width.  
 
In most cases, it is the rings that appear narrow relative to the average ring width that 
serve as ‘marker’ years in the cross-dating process. These narrow rings typically signify 
a ‘stressed’ growth year for the tree, variability that is only picked up in sensitive trees 
(those on a stressed surface where one or another resources is likely to fluctuate or to 
be limited). 
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As individual trees are internally cross-dated, a general sense of growth patterns is 
constructed. As more trees are completed, marker years begin to appear making 
abnormalities more apparent. The emerging pattern is bolstered first by cross-dating the 
‘easy’ cores from undamaged trees that display clear rings. As the cross-dated pile 
begins to grow and a pattern has been established, the trees with abnormalities are 
much more easily identified.  
 
One significant abnormality is a ‘missing ring’. Missing rings occur when the tree fails to 
grow during a growth season typically due to climatic stress. The year is simply skipped. 
It can be impossible to know that such a year exists without cross-dating. Missing rings 
are obviously critical years for a chronology, as they hold valuable information 
concerning the highest stress on a stand. As it is highly unlikely that all trees in a stand 
will miss a year entirely, a missing ring is often discovered through comparison among 
trees. When the pattern appears to be off by one ring between cores, it is likely that one 
is missing a year. That year is often found either by a very faint latewood marking as if a 
ring attempted to form or by noticing that one core has an extremely narrow ring where 
the other has none at all. It is even possible for the ring to have formed on one side of 
the tree and then been pinched out on the other side, referred to as a locally absent 
ring. 
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Fig 16. Locally absent ring where the ring grew in one part of the tree but became pinched out in another. 
Depending on where the core was taken in the tree, it is possible to miss the ring entirely or, as in the 
case above, it is possible to see the ring become pinched out or ‘missing’. 
 
 
 In initial manual cross-dating, missing rings are noted in the database and a circle is 
made directly on the core to mark where the ring should have been. This mark becomes 
crucial in the ring width measurement phase. 
 
False rings are also a common abnormality. These occur when the tree begins to shut 
down during the growth season, starting to put on darker latewood, but then resumes 
growth. The false ring appears as if there are two growth years where there is in fact 
only one. Upon closer inspection, this latewood strip that would normally look like a 
clear end boundary of a ring often actually appears blurred in cell structure and lighter in 
color than the latewood typical of the termination of the growth season.  
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Fig 17. This figure shows example of a false ring boundary. They appear similar to normal latewood cells 
but are often distorted or blurred. 
 
Just as with narrow rings, cross-dating is the key to knowing about the existence of a 
false ring. One core will appear one year off in the pattern and will often appear to have 
an extra ring when compared to a neighbor.  
 
Abnormalities also come from the nature of the cores themselves. Fractured cores or 
cores with rot are often missing several rings. Cores may also not have a fixed end 
point if the bark side was lost completely. However, the same patterns can still be 
picked up when compared to more reliable cores. All of these abnormalities are very 
important in tree ring analysis. It is the abnormalities or shifts from the mean that signify 
a response to climate. 
 
During this process it is not unusual to need to return to more reliable cores and make 
changes or corrections as missing rings, false rings and other issues are encountered. 
However, in the end of this phase, each ring has been assigned as certain a date as is 
possible simply from pattern matching. 
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Measurement 
Once cross-dating is been complete, ring widths must be measured and entered into a 
computer for further analysis. Each individual ring on each individual core is 
independently measured using a well accepted dendrochronological system. 
 
The setup is a fairly simple and cost-effective one. The system is a measuring stage 
connected to an AcuRite linear encoder, a Metronics Quick-Chek QC-10V digital 
readout, TAB2 remote button, a microscope, LED lighting, a PC computer with tree ring 
measurement software and a black and white monitor (an old television monitor is 
sufficient) (Grissino-Mayer 2010).  The measuring stage for the chronology reported 
here was a 15-inch UniSlide Model which allowed the stage to be moved incrementally 
for a full length of 15 inches using a hand crank. The AcuRite linear encoder had a 
resolution of 0.0002 inches (0.00508mm), which is more than sufficient for tree rings of 
this species and on this time scale. The QC-10V is compact and easily connected 
between the measuring platform and the encoder and is capable of reading any 
resolution down to 0.0001mm (Velmex Inc.). The TAB2 remote button allows  
continuous measurement with a ‘print’ button – allowing a measurement to be printed to 
the computer - and a ‘zero’ button to be discussed in further detail later in this section. 
 
Measuring of the cores takes an extraordinary amount of time because it is critical that it 
is done with great precision. In a sense, this step also provides a second round of 
cross-dating; as each core is individually processed, previously missed abnormalities or 
mis-counts can pop up for a second time. The software MeasureJ2X is commonly used 
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in this step. The program easily ingests raw measurements and packages these 
measurements into raw ring width files. Each core that comes into the program is given 
a .raw ring width file that contains all measurements in ‘Tucson ring-width’ format. Files 
are names based on the code given on the core – i.e. MLH 001a, MLH 001b, MLH 
002a, etc. These files eventually become the basis for all other computer analysis.  
 
Before the measurement process begins, the .raw file is created in MeasureJ2X. The 
lab technician begins with the oldest measurable year and measures rings going 
forward in time, moving to the bark end of the core. The measurement is set to zero 
using the ‘reset’ button on the TAB2 remote. Cross hairs on the television monitor are 
lined up with the start of the oldest ring and the stage is moved incrementally by a hand 
crank. Each ring is then measured for the width of the ring from latewood through the 
last line of cells of the earlywood – or just before the start of the next ring’s dark 
latewood.  
 
It is very important that during measurement, the core is constantly adjusted so that 
width is not measured at an angle but rather the cross hairs travel at 90 degrees to the 
cell structure defining the boundaries of each ring. A sand bag can be placed on the 
core to ensure that it does not shift as the stage is slowly moved. As each ring boundary 
is met, the ‘print’ button on the TAB2 remote is pressed and the measurement is printed 
to the raw measurement file.  
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Fig 18. This figure shows an example of raw measurements as they are imported from Measure J2X into 
a file. Measurements for a decade are read left to right starting with the first year of the decade though 
the last before starting the next decade on the next line. Ends of series are marked with a 999 or 9999 or 
-9999 value. 
 
 
 
It would likely be a miracle if an entire core were measured without error. The QC-10V 
measures continuously, keeping track of both the individual ring measurements as the 
‘print’ button is pressed, and the entire length of the core. If the ‘print’ button fails to be 
pressed, then the lab technician must back up to the last certain width measurement. At 
this point they must ‘zero’ the QC-10V and continue on from the last known point. This 
is likely to happen multiple times during the measurement of any single core.  
 
When a missing ring is encountered, indicated with a circle in pencil on the core, the 
‘print’ button is pressed immediately, giving a width value of ‘0’ before the next ring is 
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measured. Within the .raw file, these ‘0’ values will be recognized as absent years. 
When a false ring is encountered, indicated with a slash in pencil through the false cells, 
the ring is measured as one ring rather than two, often giving a large measurement.  
 
Where a break is encountered, the ring is measured in two parts. The first part of the 
broken ring is measured, then the core shifted so that the cross hairs traverse the break 
without measuring empty space, and the measurement is completed before the ‘print’ 
button is pressed.  
 
In the event that the inner ring year is not known, an arbitrary number is given as a 
starting year. If the inner ring is known but break that involves a large chunk of the core 
is missing, the same tactic can be used. The number of years missing will appear within 
later analysis. 
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Fig 19. MLH PICO 05a .raw file. This file shows the raw measurements in microns for the core decade by 
decade from the year 1694 to the coring year, 2010. The -9999 value indicates the end of core 
measurements. 
 
Any difficulties during the measuring process are noted within the previously created 
notes file and become very important during the later stages of analysis. 
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Initial Computer Analysis and Editing 
It is possible that an error has been made in the manual cross-dating, specifically a 
decade accidentally marked with a 9-year decade or a missed detail that indicates a 
false or missing ring. MeasureJ2X allows for years to be shifted forwards or backwards 
in the event that any of those instances occurs. Mis-measured rings can also be 
inserted into the measurement files through MeasureJ2X. 
 
After all files have been measured individually, all .raw files are compiled into a single 
.raw file in this case called MLH_Undated.raw, meaning that no measurements 
contained within the file have certain years established by correlation with other trees in 
the stand. As the dating becomes more certain, individual core measurements will be 
moved out of this file. These ‘undated’ files are compared to a master file called 
MLH_Master.raw. The master file contains the data from cores confidently dated and 
the undated file is checked against these.  
 
Computer analysis is accomplished using the program COFECHA, a program used to 
check the cross-dating and overall quality of a chronology. Program COFECHA is 
designed as a means of ‘quality control’. It can verify the cross-dating done initially in 
the lab and can compare all of the measurements in a series to identify dating or 
measurement problems (Grissino-Mayer 2001). It can report where a missing ring might 
exist, or identify segments that were likely mis-measured.  
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In order for the program to work properly, a certain amount of preparation is required 
within the program COFECHA itself. All of the toggles are at the mercy of the 
knowledge of the lab technician. Initially, it is important to remove the low-frequency 
variance associated with tree growth – the earliest years of a tree are naturally wider 
when compared to the rings put on later in life. The series is log-transformed so that 
proportional differences are weighed equally (Grissino-Mayer 2001). Transformation 
and smoothing is discussed in further detail in later sections. 
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Fig 20. The program COFECHA initial setup, identifying dated and undated files. The measurements 
shown about are in standard tree ring raw format. 
 
 
Initially all cores are classified as ‘undated’, with the exception being cores of 
remarkable clarity that can be placed in the MLH_Master.raw file. All of the series – 
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after being transformed – are compared against this raw file going segment by segment. 
Segment lengths are selected by the user and successive segments are lagged with a 
50% overlap (Grissino-Mayer 2001). Both the segment length and the lag are specified 
by the lab technician, hence are part of the art of the process. 
 
 
Fig 21. The program COFECHA menu for very early series analysis and cross-dating. Specifications in 
this figure were the ones used within the project, a combination of default optimal setting and altered 
options better suited for this particular chronology. 
 
 
The default options within Program COFECHA are often the most efficient and most 
reliable in ensuring an outcome that is trustworthy. Each run of the program produces 
an output text (.txt) file with a name previously selected by the user. Within this file is the 
data from the comparison of the MLH_Undated.raw file with the MLH_Master.raw file. 
 
An initial summary shows the number of dated series, the range of years covered, the 
total number of rings in all series, the series intercorrelation, series sensitivity, mean 
length of the series and flagged segments that have possible problems either due to 
measuring or otherwise. Any segment that is below the statistical significance threshold 
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is flagged by COFECHA (Grissino-Mayer 2001). The file reports a skeleton plot of ring 
widths typical of each cross-dated year as well as the correlation of each core to the 
master file. Cores with no flags and high correlation (typically greater than 0.70) are 
moved into the MLH_Master.raw file and considered ‘dated’.  
 
Flagged cores are looked at more closely. Program COFECHA takes these segments 
and compares them to alternate positions via date adjustments. Deeper in the file is a 
section that goes core by core, allowing the lab technician to find specific errors in 
dating. Each core is broken down into its segments, and each segment is given a 
correlation. The program analyzes the change in series correlation by shifting the rings 
forwards or backwards in time. If the highest correlation is as currently dated, the 
program suggests a shift of ‘0’ and the highest correlation is displayed next to it. If the 
core is suspected to correlate better when shifted, the amount is displayed as well as 
the correlation it would give if the core were to be corrected. 
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Fig 22. COFECHA sample output showing a core going from 1777 to 2010. This graph shows all of the 
options of shifting dates and the resulting correlations. Option one is clearly the best option and suggests 
shifting the core backwards one year to get correlations ranging from 0.36 to 0.80. This implies a potential 
error in measuring or the existence of a false ring. 
 
Each individual core is addressed. Those with issues, such as in Figure 22, require 
going back to the core to make changes. As previously missed abnormalities are seen 
through the narrowing of segment options performed by COFECHA, corrections can be 
made to the file using MEASURE J2X. It is not acceptable simply to make the 
recommended date shifts without substantiating COFECHA’s claims on the core itself. 
Sometimes this requires manually cross-dating the core within the individual tree for yet 
another time.  
 
Program COFECHA’s suggestions, while usually remarkably on target, can also be void 
of common sense. It is therefore imperative that the lab technician knows the 
chronology better than the program might even claim to. For example, COFECHA may 
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find that a higher correlation appears by shifting the last half of the core by 268 years, 
which may in fact cause it to go beyond the age of the tree itself, or even far into the 
future. While this would be a huge advantage to the scientific community were it correct, 
it is simply unreasonable. Knowing whether or not a particular species is likely to be 
missing many rings allows the lab technician to assess whether certain suggestions are 
reasonable or not. It is inevitable that some cores simply will not ‘jive’ with their 
neighbors, and lab technicians must know enough to respect the outcast and not 
include it within the final chronology.  
 
As each core is shifted and corrected, one at a time, MLH_Master.raw is compared with 
the edited files in MLH_Undated.raw. Output files can confirm whether or not the shift 
was correct by displaying zeros next to the highest correlations. These cores are then 
moved to the MLH_Master.raw file, which is then used to guide the corrections needed 
for the remaining cores. As more and more files join the MLH_Master.raw file, cores that 
initially appeared to be outliers gradually come into a clearer view and become easier to 
fix. For that reason, it is important never to give up on a core until the last few runs of 
the program.  
 
Program COFECHA also calculates mean sensitivity, a measure that is important in 
expressing how sensitive the ring widths are from year to year. In high elevation sites, a 
mean sensitivity of 0.15 to 0.20 is common, though ranges of 0.25 to 0.35 are 
exceptional (Grissino-Mayer 2001). The stronger the mean sensitivity, the more 
responsive the chronology will be to the climate around it. Sensitivity is actually 
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calculated by comparing each ring width to the width of the one preceding it and so on 
all the way to the initial year of growth.  
 
The process of going back and forth between COFECHA runs and the cores can take a 
long time but it is the crux of the process. Without time spent at this stage, it is possible 
to lose much of the significant variability within the chronology. However, once the final 
MLH_Master.raw file has been finalized, it can be used for the final stages of analysis in 
which one interprets the story the rings are telling. 
 
Computer Analysis and Chronology Completion 
Pulling the chronology’s story from the ring measurements requires using a program 
called ARSTAN, developed by Dr. Edward Cook of Columbia University. Having gone 
through numerous iterations, ARSTAN is perhaps the most valuable tool in this stage of 
tree ring analysis. It requires only a file of dated tree cores making up the Master 
Chronology, and knowledge on the part of the lab technician to know how to input this 
file and the appropriate specifications into ARSTAN. The output can be overwhelming, 
as it provides more information that most researchers are truly looking for.  
 
ARSTAN builds a chronology out of the ring width measurements by detrending and 
standardizing the series. A robust estimation of the mean value removes effects of 
endogenous stand disturbances (Cook and Holmes 1986). This standardization 
produces an index series and autoregressive modeling acts to enhance the ‘common’ 
signal within trees of a chronology. Autoregressive modeling is commonly used in 
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understanding natural signals in dendrochronology. It involves the mathematical 
modeling of a time series based on the assumption that each value of the series 
depends only on the weighted sum of the previous values plus noise. Using 
autoregressive modeling, one can see the persistence of autocorrelation within a time 
series. This allows there to be an understanding of the stand itself by seeing the 
physical processes that are behind the variability in the series. It can also be used to 
predict behavior of a time series simply using past values (Cook 1985). Additional 
options allow the user to cater the program’s focus to the needs of the specific site.  
 
 
Fig 23. ARSTAN gives many options within its menu allowing for the user to be very specific concerning 
how the Master file is to be handled. Default options are shown above and are likely most efficient, 
however it is wise to know what all of the toggles can do and use them to enhance the chronology output. 
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ARSTAN has the ability to remember options chosen for a chronology and repeat those 
processes on subsequent runs – considered ‘batch mode’ - ensuring that multiple 
chronologies are treated in the same manner. The user must inform ARSTAN of the 
format of tree ring data contained within the Master file. ‘Tucson Ring Width’ format is 
most common as that is the format ingested by the computer during raw ring width 
measurement. The user can also select a variety of detrending methods or select 
‘interactive detrending’ which allows each core to be examined in a different fashion. 
Likewise, autoregressive modeling can be turned on or off as deemed necessary. The 
number of plots that are produced can also be tweaked, depending on how 
overwhelmed one is hoping to be. For the sake of entirely understanding the MLH PICO 
chronology as best as possible, all plots were selected.  
 
A note on persistence. This term is widely used throughout biology and ecology but 
takes on a specific meaning within dendrochronological analysis. Persistence in 
dendrochronology refers the idea that the climate in any given year influences growth 
not only that year, but can also influence growth in succeeding years. So for any year (t) 
the climate influence on that year also impact (t+1, t+n). The climate record in year t is 
also correlated with growth in previous years (t-1, t-n) (Woodhouse and Lukas). This 
becomes important in the final chronologies produced. 
 
Three versions of the chronology itself are produced so that noise is limited and 
maximum common signal can be seen (Cook and Holmes 1986). These make up the 
final output of the program. The Standard Chronology is computed from the series of 
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tree ring data that has been detrended by curve-fitting. The aim of this is to remove the 
variance that comes from all causes other than climate (Cook and Holmes 1986). It is a 
simple chronology that often shows a great deal of variability – more so than more 
refined chronologies. 
 
The Residual Chronology is produced using the same methods as the Standard 
Chronology, but with this chronology the series is averaged using autoregressive 
modeling of the detrended series. If the residual chronology shows that it is an 
autoregressive process – meaning current values depend on past values – persistence 
is removed. This allows the chronology to display a strong common signal without 
persistence. Removing persistence involves looking at the time series of ring width with 
no dependence on past values (also knows as ‘pre-whitening’). This process allows 
biologically-related persistence to be removed so that the residual (hence the name for 
this output) is better suited for looking at climate influences and outside environmental 
factors on tree growth (Cook 1985). If the initial residual chronology is not an 
autoregressive process, it is not modeled. Because of the dependence on past data, the 
Residual Chronology is typically shorter than the Standard Chronology. 
 
The final chronology produced is the Arstan Chronology. This chronology is perhaps the 
most valuable as it contains the strongest climatic signal possible. It contains the 
persistence common and synchronous among a large proportion of the series from the 
site, and leaves out the signals found in only one or very few of the series (Cook 1985). 
This is the chronology typically used for further analysis. 
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4. Interpreting Climate from the Tree Ring Chronology  
Starting with the Arstan Chronology 
The initial chronology documents the variability within the stand, a critical component in 
beginning to analyze the rings for the environmental conditions they convey. The Arstan 
Chronology is the most reliable for the purposes of understanding climate factors 
affecting tree growth and it is the variability within this chronology that indicates the 
sensitivity of the stand to a common signal. Looking at the chronology from the Lyell 
stand, it is now immediately apparent what years should be considered an abnormally 
strong for the trees in terms of growth, and what years should be considered weak or 
‘bad’.  
 
 
Fig 24. The final MLH PICO Arstan chronology shows a great deal of variability, which is promising for 
pulling out a climate signal. The 1.0 index line indicates average growth. The red line is a smooth trend 
line. The significant drop below normal growth appearing in the 1820s is intriguing as well as other 
periods of variability that correspond with known climatic events. 
 
Average growth years appear near the 1.0 index line, indicating a typical year for the 
stand. Years above the standard growth line indicate an exceptional year of growth 
during which the majority of trees put on a larger than normal ring (important to note, 
this could include years with false rings where both real and false ring were combined 
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into one large ring). Points below the standard growth line indicate years during which 
trees struggled to grow or were experiencing environmental stress. These are the years 
represented by narrow rings or rings that are missing all together. Certain marker years 
or periods become very important in climate analysis as sustained periods of stress or 
productivity can point toward other likely local factors such as glacier health or the 
further progression of the stand into higher elevations.  
 
An important measurement that comes out of tree ring analysis is the measurement of 
the stand’s “average mean sensitivity”. This is an indicator of the relative change in ring-
width from one year to the next and varies not only by species but by region. This 
represents the quality of a chronology in terms of the clarity of the climate signal, 
although each species tends to vary in its level of sensitivity. Sensitivity is positively 
correlated with the intercorrelation of ring series among trees; those with stronger 
signals tend to be more sensitive. Trees with a sensitivity of around 0.6 are considered 
highly sensitive, whereas those with a sensitivity around 0.15 are considered much less 
sensitive. For Pinus contorta, typical average mean sensitivity is about 0.21 (NCDC 
2011) based on archived PICO chronologies. This makes the MLH PICO chronology 
slightly higher in mean sensitivity, with an average of 0.3.  
 
In early looks at the chronology, it becomes interesting to observe known historical 
events that likely match events we see within the tree rings. Though without teasing out 
the actual signal it is hard to know whether these events are in fact absolutely correctly 
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tied – a project pursued in the next section – the reasonable likelihood concerning 
significant events makes for fascinating comparison.  
 
 
 
Fig 25. Looking through a select few historical events in comparison to the final MLH PICO chronology 
allows a sneak peak into the ability of trees to potentially record events that are recounted historically 
such as the Dust Bowl and the Donner Party Storms in the Sierra. The orange box indicates the time 
period during which we expect the Little Ice Age to be allowing for the most recent furthest extents in Lyell 
and Maclure basins. 
 
 
Though not undoubtedly linked until we understand the climate signal being recorded, 
these historical events can act as potential guidelines or patterns one could reasonably 
expect to see in analysis of the final chronology. 
 
Although the variability is clear throughout first glance, we must parse out what climate 
signal the trees are actually responding to. It is not safe to assume that a bad year for 
the trees means a bad year for a nearby glacier, or vice versa, without knowing first 
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what environmental condition the growth rings represent. One must find a Rosetta 
Stone, of sorts, to serve as a primer in deciphering the chronology’s code. In this study, 
this task is addressed in multiple ways to ensure that the chronology is accurately used 
in painting a larger picture of the local climate that is indeed relevant to the health of the 
nearby glaciers. To accomplish this, local meteorological data – i.e. within 20km of the 
site - was compared with the tree ring chronology, followed by regional data, followed by 
data from the Western U.S. In this manner, ‘zooming out’ allows support of the 
chronology on its own. The project was armed with the assumption that most Lodgepole 
Pine chronologies of this variety deliver a strong moisture signal, but more data was 
needed for comparison to confirm this assumption. 
 
Comparison with local climate records 
Yosemite National Park has publically available precipitation records tracing back to the 
early 1900s. Although there are years during which measurements were not recorded 
(primarily during World War II and the 1950’s), they provide ample data for comparison 
with the second half of the tree ring chronology the project developed. Two sites were 
used for their precipitation records: Ellery Lake and Gem Lake. These sites, likely 
frequented due to their proximity to roads, are both near enough to the glaciers – within 
20km – to expect reasonably similar climate records. 
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Fig 26. Context map showing the location of the glaciers as well as the tree ring stand in the context of 
Ellery and Gem Lakes, each of which provide local precipitation records going back to 1926. Their 
proximity to the glaciers and similar elevation is important in providing a reliable base for comparison. 
 
The Ellery Lake site sits very near to the Tioga Pass Road about 1.8k m from Tioga 
Lake and roughly 18 km (as the crow flies) from the Pinus contorta stand. Although 
lower in elevation than the tree ring site at 2888 m, its proximity to the glaciers renders it 
a valuable source of data for comparison. Gem Lake is both nearer the glaciers and of 
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similar elevation, at 2766 m. It is separated from the glaciers and the Lyell Valley by a 
series of ridges, but it is only about 9 km distant.  
 
The first step is to ascertain whether or not the two sets of annual precipitation records 
agree with one another. In the absence of correlation, neither site should be considered 
a reliable source for comparison with the tree ring record. The data was adjusted so that 
missing years were accounted for by inserting the average precipitation from the entire 
time series for the missing years. This removes the zero values and allows for more 
efficient comparison. 
 
Fig 27. Ellery and Gem Lake precipitation records going back to 1926. Missing years were given average 
precipitation. The two sites show similar records, indicating that the records of precipitation match over a 
large enough area to use as a comparison with the MLH PICO tree ring chronology. 
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The plot in Figure 27 reveals a strong correlation between the Ellery Lake and Gem 
Lake sites. Gem Lake receives less total annual precipitation almost across the board, 
but this amount appears consistent throughout the time period on record. Extended flat 
sections appearing both in the 1950’s and in most recent years indicate when the 
average value for precipitation was used in the place of missing records.  
 
 
Fig 28. An initial plot allowing visual inspection of annual precipitation measurements at Ellery and Gem 
Lake, and the MLH PICO chronology. No convincing correlation is seen in this first glance, potentially 
indicating that relying on precipitation in the form of rainfall is not adequate for interpreting the tree ring 
signal.  
 
 
In comparing the precipitation records with the tree ring record, striking similarities are 
seen, although not without some divergence. The most compelling periods are the ones 
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in which patterns spanning several years seem to match up rather than simply individual 
years; for example, the low level of precipitation and the stressed growth from 1930-
1935 and the healthier fluctuation in the 1960’s. The early 1970’s as well show a similar 
pattern between chronology and precipitation measurements, although it appears 
almost as if a slight lag exists between climate and growth. This is not uncommon in 
tree ring width variability. However, in many ways this plot is not convincing. While an 
interesting component of the analysis, many other comparisons need to be made to 
confirm the climate signal contained within the MLH chronology. 
 
Snow depth measurements are available as well for two sites; the Tioga Pass site near 
the East Entrance to Yosemite National Park (3030 m elevation), and the Tuolumne 
Meadows site, near the start of Lyell Canyon (2620 m). Snow is the dominant form of 
precipitation in the high Sierra and the measurements at these sites should provide a 
worthy data set for initial comparison in teasing out a specific climate signal.  
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Fig 29. A comparison between sites to ensure that snow depth is fairly consistent across multiple 
locations near the glaciers. These records, although beginning at different dates, are remarkably similar 
providing confidence that the snow depth near the glaciers are likely to follow a recognizable pattern. 
 
There appears to be a strong correlation between sites. Although Tioga Pass generally 
receives more snowfall total in any given year, the patterns at Tioga and Tuolumne are 
strikingly similar. A particularly interesting difference, however, occurs during 2004 
when the Tuolumne site displays what was potentially very low snowfall year – 2004 
was known as a drought year across the western US (Millar 2007) – while the Tioga 
pass displays near normal measurements. One could speculate that this might be due 
to conditions not based on weather patterns but rather exposure to solar radiation.  
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Fig 30a. 
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Fig 30b.  
 
Fig 30. An initial visual comparison of the two snow depth measurement sites – a. Tioga Pass b. 
Tuolumne Meadows - and the MLH PICO chronology. The comparison using snow depth is much more 
tantalizing than the comparison with precipitation records. This may indicate a preference of the tree ring 
chronology towards a snow driven signal. 
 
The two sites are compared separately and show a similar, if not better, relationship 
between the tree ring chronology and the data sets than shown by the precipitation 
records. The peaks match up in specific years quite well, implying that at least on a 
qualitative level something to do with precipitation, specifically snow fall and moisture, 
might in fact be reflected in the tree ring widths. In many cases it appears as if the tree 
growth responds to an event and fails to rebound quite as quickly, while snowfall varies 
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dramatically on a year-to-year basis. These comparisons at the very least indicate the 
likelihood that tree growth variability is related to changing environmental conditions. 
 
Comparison with Other Local Tree Ring Chronologies 
Comparison with peer-reviewed, local – meaning, within 20 kilometers of the MLH site – 
tree ring chronologies becomes essential in understanding the response to climate 
recorded by this stand. One chronology alone can tell a story, but multiple chronologies 
from the same location can illuminate important stand differences that may indicate 
separate external events, stresses or sensitivities. 
 
Fig 32. Figure shows multiple chronologies within 20 km of the glaciers. It demonstrates that even 
amongst chronologies of different locations and of different species, patterns can still surface. It is the 
magnitude of the signal that is more likely to change from site to site. This can depend on not only the 
signal the chronology is conveying but also the age of the trees and the average stress the stand sees in 
its lifetime. 
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A compilation of chronologies in Figure 32 is difficult to interpret in this form. In addition 
to the MLH chronology, four additional chronologies are converted into data sufficient 
for a comparison, two of which (King 2005) encompass the same species as the MLH 
chronology, and one of which is a nearby chronology of a different species, Pinus 
albicaulis, or Whitebark Pine (King 1992). An additional PICO chronology from Briffa 
(1983) is added in a later section. The MLH chronology need not agree identically with 
these other chronologies, but it is important that the chronology demonstrates strong 
correlation. Without this, it cannot be assumed that the MLH chronology was not 
subjected to stand-specific stresses such as insect attack, disease, fire or windfall. One 
would expect to see very similar patterns between chronologies of the same species at 
the same locality, and to see less similarity with other species at other sites. These 
other species may be recording a signal that responds more clearly to a different 
environmental variable. 
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Fig 33. This figure provides a context map showing the location of chronologies within 20km used for 
comparison in this study. The Briffa 1993 chronology was later used in the Briffa 1992 California 
temperature reconstruction, looked at in greater detail later in this section. 
 
Although no study exists for the upper Lyell Canyon site, or even up to the same date 
within a reasonable radius, multiple chronologies are available that overlap in time. The 
MLH PICO chronology, going back as far as 1591 and ending with the growth season of 
2010, has ample opportunity to overlap with much of the work done by J.C. King, who 
generated numerous chronologies covering multiple species in the past few decades. 
These chronologies prove valuable for not only their length of time – often stretching 
into the early 1700’s – but also for their proximity to the MLH PICO site. 
 
In this case the data for each chronology must be analyzed individually before they can 
be compared with the MLH PICO chronology. All data is available on NOAA’s 
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International Tree Ring Data Bank more commonly known as the ITRDB, which houses 
over 6,000 datasets that include over 3,275 chronologies. However, not just any 
completed data set can be thrown into the pot. Chronologies must have been developed 
from at least 10 trees, and must extend more than 100 years. Chronologies must be 
submitted with the data set behind them for support, which also ensures that as analysis 
techniques change, the data remains useable. Perhaps most important, it is imperative 
that all ITRDB datasets have been built by knowledgeable researchers who have taken 
every precaution to cross date accurately and to minimize error. These requirements 
assure that the quality is indeed reliable, providing a valuable and trustworthy resource 
to researchers worldwide.  
 
Each chronology is identified by its primary investigator, location coordinates, earliest 
and latest years, and species. In this manner it is not exceptionally difficult to locate 
reasonable chronologies for comparison. Data is presented often in multiple ways. The 
most useful for this project’s purpose is the .rwl or .raw files that contain the raw ring 
width measurements. While not all chronologies bare their soul on the ITRDB with this 
file, those that do are eligible for more precise chronology comparison. With the raw 
data in hand, it is possible to handle it in the same manner as has been used with the 
MLH PICO chronology. This step serves to minimize the difference in chronology 
patterns that arise simply from how the chronology is built from the raw data. 
 
Each chronology borrowed from the ITRDB is run through program ARSTAN in the 
same fashion as had been done with the new MLH chronology. Plots are generated for 
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all three versions of the chronology, the ARSTAN chronology most heavily used in the 
comparison itself. 
  
 
Fig 34. General comparison of five Yosemite chronologies including the new MLH PICO chronology. 
King’s 1992 and 2005 chronologies are shown as well as Briffa’s 1983 PICO chronology. Patterns 
between marker years are easily identifiable at first glance despite differences in location or species.  
 
From inspection of the PICO chronologies, it appears that the MLH and TME series all 
tell the same story. The rise and fall of each time series records a pattern that is 
mirrored in the other chronologies. Perhaps most important in the comparison are the 
extreme events appearing in the MLH chronology that initially sparked interest. For 
example, the extreme stress event in the 1820s is recorded in the other chronologies 
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from the same species, providing visual support that the event is neither simply a 
product of errant cross-dating nor an event unique to the MLH PICO stand. 
 
The correlation in fact continues outside of the species of Pinus contorta. The Pinus 
albicualis chronologies too mirror the story told by the MLH and TME Pinus contorta 
series. Peak years correspond with peak years and stressed years correspond with 
stressed years almost across the record. Again, the event appearing in the 1820s pops 
up as further validation. With all of the chronologies correlating, confidence grows that a 
solid chronology has been built and that this chronology displays to similar signal to that 
found in previous studies.  
 
Fig 35. This figure is identical to the Fig 34. except that a few timelines are superimposed to help match 
patterns between multiple chronologies. All chronologies identify not only similar stress events but peak 
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events as well, although their magnitude varies. This plot indicates that the MLH PICO chronology is well 
supported by the localized dendrochronology story, enhancing our confidence in its message.  
 
 
The previous studies – TME and CPE – both identified a moisture signal rather than 
strictly temperature or strictly precipitation signals. It stands to reason that moving 
forward using the assumption that this chronology behaves similarly one must now find 
other proxies that correlate and reinforce the moisture signal, as well as proxies that 
indicate it cannot be anything else. 
 
Briffa et al. (1992) reconstruct temperature from multiple tree ring chronologies for much 
of California, covering the period from 1776 to 1982.  
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Fig 36. Comparison between the MLH PICO chronology and Briffa et al. (1992) temperature 
reconstruction for California based on dendrochronology. Because it is unlikely that the MLH PICO 
chronology has is dominated by a temperature signal, the lack of apparent correlation between data sets 
above is encouraging. In many places, such as the 1820’s and 1860, the two time series appear to tell 
entirely different stories. This figure becomes important as it appeals to another driver for tree ring growth 
rather than simply temperature. This would make sense considering the difference in environmental 
stresses experienced at each location, one being high and dry and the other being in a lower and more 
moist environment. 
 
 
Comparison of the MLH ring width chronology and the Briffa temperature reconstruction 
is not pretty, which is to be expected if the MLH chronology is indeed showing a 
moisture signal. In fact the correlation is so unseemly that is comes out as less than 0.1. 
This virtually confirms the statement that the MLH PICO chronology is not temperature 
sensitive and the patterns seen in the chronology do not relate to local temperature 
fluctuations. 
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Along similar lines, another reconstruction can be used for comparison, this one 
presenting a stronger correlation with the new tree ring chronology. Cook 2004 
reconstructed Palmer Drought Severity Index (or PDSI) for gridpoint 47-120.0W, 37.5N. 
PDSI is based on measurements of dryness relating to precipitation and temperature 
data. This data is available as measured from 1900 to present and has been 
reconstructed by studies such as Cook (2004). Because PDSI contains both 
temperature and precipitation elements, one would not expect as strong a correlation 
with a purely moisture-dominated chronology. A cited weakness, however, includes a 
suspected inability to account for the impact of snow pack and frozen ground – an 
element of critical importance in the Sierra.  PDSI is typically used to explore periods of 
drought; however, because parts of the algorithm do involve moisture, it is worth 
considering it at the very least to make certain that a correlation exists, albeit small. 
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Fig 37. Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) takes into account precipitation as well as temperature 
without the ability to accurately address snowpack or frozen ground. In the figure above we see that there 
is a slight correlation between the tree ring record and both reconstructed PDSI from Cook 2004, as well 
as actual PDSI from 1900-2003. This is to be expected as the MLH PICO chronology is likely conveying a 
moisture signal, just one element going into the PDSI algorithm.  
 
 
Credit must be given where earned and the correlation between Cook’s reconstructed 
PDSI and the actual PDSI for 1900-2003 is striking. Less apparent, but still very 
present, is the correlation between the MLH PICO chronology and both the 
reconstructed PDSI and the actual PDSI. The correlation, although certainly not strong, 
is nonetheless realistic at 0.33 for reconstructed PDSI. This reflects the fact that 
elements in the tree ring signal – i.e. moisture – do in fact correlate with the moisture 
elements that go into the algorithm for PDSI. 
 
So now it becomes reasonable to test the idea that the tree rings really are 
demonstrating a dominant moisture signal. More specifically, one would expect that 
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moisture signal to be directly related to snow pack and snow water equivalent (SWE), 
as precipitation in the Sierra is dominated by snowfall. There are multiple ways to 
explore this, one of which is to inspect snow depth records, including SWE 
measurements that are available within the past 100 years, another of which is the 
Tioga Pass Road opening dates, which reflect the amount of snowfall received in a 
given winter. 
 
Tioga Pass Road Records 
A final step process of analysis is done taking into account the opening dates of the 
Tioga Pass Road over the time period of 1933 to 2010.  The opening of the road in the 
spring – or in the summer as the case may be – reflects the amount of snow still 
remaining. Before the road can be opened, the avalanche zones, all 26 of them, are 
addressed by either blasting or adding charcoal to increase melt rate. Trees that have 
fallen across the road and buried in the snow must wait to be melted out and removed 
before plowing can begin. Rock slides too can be buried by substantial snow and must 
melt of and be cleared before plowing. Heavy snowpack and the occasional spring 
snowstorm can push these operations back substantially and it isn’t until enough melt 
has occurred that road repairs can be addressed and the road opened. All of these 
factors are heavily dependent on the snowpack and length of the snow season.  
 
Since the MLH PICO chronology is conveying a moisture signal, as in the snow depth 
and ring width plot about, it would follow that the tree ring record would correlate with 
other proxies for snow depth like the Tioga Pass Road opening records. These dates 
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have been recorded without a break each year since 1933 and include not only opening 
dates but closing dates as well as total number of days during which the pass remained 
open. In the event that the road was opened and then closed again briefly, the earliest 
opening date is recorded. 
 
Fig 38. Tioga Pass Road opening day – indicated as number of days into the year – plotted against 
maximum annual snow water equivalent (SWE). The linear trend superimposed on the figure helps to 
show how as heavy annual snowpack increases, Tioga Pass opening day gets pushed further into the 
summer season. Presumably the higher moisture content indicated by increased SWE will have an 
impact on tree growth.   
 
The higher the SWE value for any given year, the later the road opens, accurately 
indicating an increased amount of snow remaining longer into the summer. From this 
connection, one would predict that the later the road opens, the stronger the growth will 
be within the trees yielding a greater annual tree ring width for that year.  
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Fig 39. An additional proxy for annual snow pack is the day of the Tioga Pass Road opening. The greater 
the snow pack, the later the opening day of for the road. Since the greater snow pack has correlated with 
increased ring width and tree growth, this plot further confirms the relationship between moisture – 
primarily from snow – and tree ring growth using road opening day as a proxy for snow. The correlation is 
0.7 within this relationship. 
 
Now knowing the Tioga Pass Road opening day corresponds with ring width as well as 
SWE, it is reasonable to expect the ring width for the MLH chronology to also 
correspond with SWE. 
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Fig 40. One last plot demonstrating a dominant moisture signal within the MLH PICO chronology. This 
figure compares ring width directly with snow water equivalent (SWE). As the moisture content is 
increased, the ring width and tree growth are increased as well. This relationship does not exist with any 
other reasonable signal. 
 
Mono Lake Records 
Other historical records in the vicinity include those from Mono Lake. The level of any 
lake would be sensitive to both temperature (driving evaporative loss) and precipitation 
(the inputs). Therefore, similar to PDSI, the lake level data is controlled by more knobs 
than the tree ring growth record would be expected to have. We ask whether the Mono 
Lake level records correspond to the tree ring records. However, Mono lake 
measurements begin in 1850 and are controlled solely by natural forcings until the Los 
Angeles Department of Water and Power began diverting water to the growing city in 
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1941. At this point the lake began to decline rapidly due to human engineering, dropping 
about 25 feet in just 20 years (Mono Lake Committee 2012). 
 
 
Fig 31. A visual comparison at significant events contained within the tree ring chronology and changes in 
Mono Lake level prior to water diversion.  
 
The period between 1850 and 1940, however, does display a decent correlation with 
the tree ring chronology, not unlike the correlation seen with PDSI. If nothing else, it 
becomes clear that severe fluctuations in tree ring growth are reflected in the more 
prominent changes in lake level and vice versa. If the tree rings reflect a snow depth 
history, this certainly makes sense as a bad snow year in the mountains would 
contribute to much less late season melt contribute to lower snowmelt inputs to the lake. 
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Determining a Signal 
Because a dominant moisture signal is what we expect, snow depth should be 
particularly relevant as most of the year’s precipitation should be from snow. Snowfall is 
also a large component in what will drive glacier health, a piece of the puzzle that 
becomes very important in a later section. The question to be asked is whether or not 
the tree ring widths grow with increased moisture – or increased snow pack. One would 
expect this to be the case given the possibilities that have already been eliminated in 
the process. Taking snow depth records going back to 1926 requires taking an extra 
close look at years that may contain errors. In numerous cases average annual snow 
depth measurements are calculated inappropriately, based off of years with incomplete 
or missing data. This acts to skew the annual snow depth measurements significantly 
enough that the more accurate trend becomes more or less masked behind a fog of 
shaky data. 
 
After sorting the useable data these measurements can be compared with the ring width 
records in the final MLH chronology to observe a trend. 
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Fig 41. Returning to look at the relationship between snow depth and ring width, a trend comes to light. 
This requires removing years containing significant error so that only those in which no missing 
measurements were included in the final annual snow depth measurement are retained. If one expects a 
moisture signal from the MLH PICO chronology, this plot would agree, saying that as the annual snow 
depth increases, the ring width increases as well, indicated less stand stress and more positive growth. 
The actual correlation for this plot is 0.72. 
 
After further analysis, the correlation between snow depth and ring width values is .72, 
enough for a convincing argument that the moisture signal is, in fact, being recorded 
directly within tree growth or ring width. Teasing out this signal is very important for 
appropriately using the tree ring record to drive a glacier model later in this paper. 
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5. Little Ice Age to Present for Lyell and Maclure Glaciers 
To know where a glacier will be going, it becomes important to know where it has been 
in the past. If one hopes to drive a glacier model using the tree ring record, there must 
still be targets on the landscape we expect the glacier to hit as the model scrolls through 
time. An example of this is the Little Ice Age moraine, representing the terminal moraine 
or toe of the glacier at its most recent maximum advance. This feature is still very 
prominent today and provides an excellent marker on both Lyell and Maclure Glaciers. 
 
      
Fig 42. East and West Lyell Glacier with the Little Ice Age (LIA) moraine profile highlighted with yellow 
arrows. The prominent moraine is visible in aerial photos, on DEMs and within the historical photographic 
record. It is a sizeable feature that requires none too little quadriceps strength to overcome. 
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The gift of the moraines is hard to underestimate. In the case of the Lyell glacier, this 
moraine has been a marker for many of the repeat photographs taken within Lyell 
Canyon, from camp, from the steps leading up to the glaciers (as is shown in Figure 
42). In a few cases, the moraine has served as a marker for repeat photos taken while 
standing directly on one of its boulders. The moraine has also been used in more 
quantitative applications as an end measurement for the position of the toe of glaciers 
throughout the survey years from 1932 to 1975.  
 
      
Fig 43. The Maclure Glacier is situated above Maclure Lake and just below Maclure Peak. Yellow arrows 
indicate the current position of the Little Ice Age (LIA) moraine. Maclure is notably different than Lyell for 
the remarkable amount of debris contained within the sheltered basin in which it resides. Lyell is more 
exposed and thus the debris gives the sense of being less overwhelming. 
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The LIA moraine of the Maclure Glacier is impressive. Because of the cirque-like nature 
of the Maclure Glacier basin, the debris produced and mobilized by the glacier through 
bedrock erosion and headwall rock fall dominates a seemingly desolate bowl. The 
moraine here provides very similar information as the Lyell moraine and also gives a 
sense of the dynamic nature and magnitude of the living glacier. 
 
 
 
Fig 44. Historical images within the past 20 years from Digital Globe indicate an insignificant amount of 
change at this resolution, and have the additional confounding factor of being recorded at different points 
within both the snow and melt seasons. However, each image does provide a record of the prominent LIA 
moraines and allows that distance to be better ascertained. These images also indicate the importance of 
higher resolution measurements that may come from Yosemite’s historical records. 
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Figure 44 demonstrates the difficulty of documenting change with aerial photography on 
glaciers of this size. Change (here mapview extent) is not large enough to be observed 
at this scale. Because the past few years do not provide sufficient leverage, we must 
turn to multiple other sources from historical records, previous studies and new 
analyses from the field. 
 
John Muir 
John Muir, a man forever tied to Yosemite National Park (and for good reason), is 
perhaps the first person to look to as far as early observations of Yosemite’s high alpine 
glaciers. An area that is remote and no small challenge to get to, John Muir was just as 
devoted to Yosemite’s remote high country as many climbers become to El Capitan or 
Half Dome. But his interest, though driven by the beauty of nature, was not simply in 
absorbing but in actively observing and understanding the world he had landed in. 
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Fig 45. This magazine article from 1875 by John Muir is one of the first times the observations of a 
naturalist made a mainstream periodical. 
 
John Muir’s 1875 article published in Harper’s Magazine demonstrates his passion for 
the High Sierra and for the first time brings these small, unassuming and yet 
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magnificent glaciers to the consciousness of not only a scientific community but a lay 
community. Admittedly he is a dominant reason why not only this project exists but the 
entire park itself. 
 
The data John Muir developed from his observations provide a starting point for how 
one can begin understand the glacier record for Lyell and Maclure from the past 120 
years. It wasn’t until a trip by Muir in 1871 that the glaciers were first officially noted. At 
the time, he called them ‘living glaciers’ (Muir 1873), a title that would stick throughout 
various publications. In 1872, Muir used motion stakes to get a velocity measurement 
for the glaciers and confirmed that they were in fact in motion and not simply stagnant 
ice fields, the results of this being published in 1873. Joseph LeConte, arguably a bit of 
a Yosemite rival, confirmed Muir’s statement that same year (LeConte 1873). Without 
Muir’s early attention-drawing interest, it is likely that the subsequent glacial surveys in 
the Sierra’s would have completely overlooked these important alpine features within 
the park.  
 
I.C. Russell 
Following John Muir’s early lead, I.C. Russell headed up a USGS expedition which not 
only produced the first glacier map in the Sierra Nevada but the first lithographs of Lyell 
glacier (Russell 1885). These lithographs in particular have served as point of repeat 
photography through subsequent glacier surveys including the field work done in this 
project.  
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Fig 46. This map from 1883 published in Russell 1885, is the first look at the Lyell and Maclure Glaciers 
as we know them. They appear remarkably different than the glaciers we see in the field today.  
 
 
The first map produced for Lyell and Maclure Glaciers paints a very different picture 
than what one sees at present. Most notable perhaps is his comment on the moraines 
‘now forming’ located just at the toe of the East and West Lyell glaciers. This implies 
that in the late 1800’s the glaciers were at their most recent maximum, forming the 
terminal moraines that remain as prominent features today. Not only is the ice extent all 
of the way to the moraines at the toe, but the East and West Lyell are also linked both 
above the ‘Thimble’ (field name 2009) rock knob and below it. Today the East Lyell 
Glacier is virtually non-existent and the West Lyell Glacier is completely separate. 
 
Similar observations can be made at the Maclure Glacier. The ice appears to reach all 
the way to Maclure Lake. The LIA moraine is visible on the east side, but beyond that 
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the majority of the cirque remains ice-filled. If this is indeed an accurate depiction, one 
gets the sense of the enormity of change that has occurred with the area Maclure 
Glacier calls home. 
 
The earliest photographic images from I.C. Russell in 1883 (Russell 1885), tell a similar 
story. 
 
 
Fig 47. This photo further documents the story presented with the I.C. Russell 1883 map. This photo is 
taken from the second step above the base camp, looking up at the East Lyell Glacier. Note the 
prominent LIA moraine at this time appears to meet up with the toe of the ice. (I.C. Russell 1885)  
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Fig 48. Both of these photos, from I.C. Russell in 1883 (above) and a trip in the field in 2009 (below) are 
looking up at the East Lyell Glacier. Though not spot on as far as a repeat photograph would go, 
prominent features remain apparent such as the thimble-shaped feature to the right, Lyell Peak over its 
shoulder and the LIA moraine wrapping around the front. 
 
Comparison of the photo from 1883 and one from 2009 sheds light on just how much 
has changed since the Lyell Glacier (and presumably then Maclure Glacier) was 
situated at its previous maximum. The Little Ice Age moraine remains our best marker 
for the change in distance. One can also inspect the change in connectivity between 
East and West Lyell Glacier lobes, made obvious in the photo comparison.  
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Twentieth Century Sierran Glacier Change 
Another way of looking at this change is to use technology that both Muir and Russell 
lacked. On a Digital Elevation Map (DEM) based on a LiDAR survey, we can observe 
this change more effectively. 
 
 
Fig 49. This is a DEM (courtesy of Greg Stock, 2009) showing the modern position of the glacier in red 
and the 1880’s position as seen by I.C. Russell in 1883 and still represented with the LIA moraines. The 
location of the meteorological station installed during this project is shown with a yellow star. 
 
The DEM shows the position of the glacier, or glacier extent, in both 1880 and 2007. 
The change in glacier extent based on the DEM from 1880 until 2007 is 0.18km for the 
West Lyell Glacier and 0.35km for the Maclure Glacier. This provides two tangible 
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points of interest for the model to target: the Little Ice Age extent and current glacier 
extent. 
 
Still, we need points in between. It is not realistic to say that each glacier has simply 
worked its way backwards in a linear fashion, although that would be delightfully simple. 
We know this is not the case given the observations contained both within historical 
records and within recent studies of Sierran glacier change. 
 
The work published by Hassan Basagic in 2008 and 2011, provides a broad overview of 
glacier fluctuation over the time period that this project is using to validate a working 
glacier model. Using similar historical records, Basagic was able to document a history 
of glacier area. He reconstructed he percentage area change for East Lyell, West Lyell 
and Maclure, as well as numerous other small glaciers of the Sierra. From a 1-D model 
perspective, this provides context but does not enable pinpointing of extent throughout 
the 20th Century.  
 
To obtain historical glacier extent, one must turn to the Yosemite Glacier Report records 
from 1932 to 1975 (with a few years missing). These reports provide a wealth of 
knowledge, insight, and tracking of glacier health, but unfortunately most of the concrete 
measurements provided remain as ambiguous documentation historical glacier extent. 
Measurements of the toe of the glacier – specifically the distance from a point on the 
moraine and the glacier ice edge – are often spotty or missing from year to year. More 
often than not it is unclear whether or not the same fixed spot on the moraine was 
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correctly identified and if the toe was correctly identified. In many years, snow covered 
the ice edge while in others, debris obscured the toe. However, specific years in which 
the photos appear with greater clarity, and the measurements with less error, can be 
used to estimate the position of the glacier edge. In conjunction with Hassan Basagic’s 
calculations of glacier area, these points provide a few specific points in the history of 
20th century glacier extent.  
 
Fig 50. Courtesy of Basagic 2008, this image shows area extent of West and East Lyell glaciers for 1883, 
1944 and 2003. This provides context for the 1-D extent of the West Lyell Glacier used in the model and 
in the table below. 
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Table 1. The areas, as measured by Basagic (2008) using aerial photography, are shown for each year 
he provided. Much more information exists for the West and East Lyell Glacier than for the Maclure 
Glacier. Percentage change, also calculated by Basagic 2008, is shown at the most recent year of 
analysis within that project. Extent estimates are constructed using the area, Yosemite Glacier Reports 
and aerial photography.  
 
From the area reconstructions created by Basagic, one can make a reasonable 
estimate of the extent of both Lyell and Maclure for many of those years. Taking into 
account historical measurements contained within the Yosemite Glacier Reports, 
Basagic’s areas based on aerial photographs and current aerial photography gives a 
few more points on the glacier profile that serve as model targets. 
 
6. 1-D Glacier Model 
Concept Behind the Model 
We employ a one-dimensional glacier model in which we attempt to simulate the past 
glacier conditions driven by the climate signal deduced from the tree ring record. The 
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meteorological driver of the glaciers is their mass balance mass balance pattern. The 
elevation on the glacier where accumulation and loss are equivalent is the equilibrium 
line altitude, or ELA. The mass balance is an outcome of meteorological forcings of the 
glacier, including both the snow gained in winter (the winter balance), and melt or 
sublimation in summer (the summer balance).  
 
 
Fig 51. A mass balance diagram for a glacier not unlike that of Lyell or Maclure. The blue arrows indicate 
conditions under which net mass balance would be positive, with more snow falling in the accumulation 
zone near the peak than is lost due to melt in the ablation zone near the end moraine. The red arrows 
show conditions under which net mass balance would be negative, with more snow being lost in the 
ablation zone than is gained in the accumulation zone. The Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA) marks 
snowline, where net accumulation is effectively zero. The end moraine indicates more recent glacier 
maximum, in our case, the Little Ice Age moraine. 
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Fig 52. Another way of looking at the net mass balance profile, bx, as one travels down valley a distance 
x. The ELA is at the point where local mass balance shifts from positive to negative. (After Anderson and 
Anderson 2010). 
 
 
If the net mass balance is positive, we are above the ELA in the accumulation zone, 
whereas if the mass balance is negative, we are in the ablation zone. It is very possible, 
especially on glaciers with such small vertical extents (Lyell = 267m; Maclure = 214m), 
for the annual snowline to shift significantly from year to year. This change in mass 
balance over multiple years drives the health of the glacier. 
 
€ 
∂H
∂t = b(z) −
1
W (z)
∂Q
∂x  
Eq 1. The equation for mass balance (MacGregor et al. 2000) where H is ice thickness, b is local annual 
mass balance, W is glacier width, and Q is the ice volumetric discharge per unit width. 
 
 
 
The equation for mass balance is one upon which we will rely heavily within the model. 
Where do we get this mass balance? This is where the tree ring chronology provides us 
with the winter mass balance that drives the model. But first one must understand the 
conceptual model. 
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Fig 53. While the tree rings cover winter mass balance (in blue), summer mass balance is needed (in red) 
to create the net mass balance (in green) that governs glacier health. Winter mass balance in this figure 
demonstrates a positive gain varying with elevations, while summer mass balance accounts for loss due 
to melt or sublimation. The position of the ELA can shift from year to year depending on changes in winter 
or summer mass balance. 
 
The climate signal contained within the tree rings becomes the meteorological forcing 
for the winter mass balance for the model. This relies on the climate signal being 
recorded is that of snowfall, as discussed in previous sections. This does not address 
summer mass balance, and may in fact not need to as will be explored in a later 
section. The tree rings provide a proxy through time of glacier health in so far as the 
amount of snow falling on the glacier in a given year. Although inevitably not quite this 
simple, in a sense, a good year for tree ring growth in the Lyell stand means a good 
year for the glacier. However, we must establish the relationship between the tree rings 
and the glaciers. Yes, they may mirror one another, but how do we accurately translate 
tree growth to glacier health? Not only is one data set living while the other is living only 
in John Muir’s metaphorical sense, but one data set sits at the top edge of tree line 
while the other looms even further above. Once we establish the translation from one to 
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the other, though they agree on their stories, we can then realistically use the tree rings 
to drive winter mass balance.  
 
We also must take into account ice dynamics within the glacier, in particular internal 
deformation and sliding. Other inputs such as avalanching become important as well in 
painting an accurate picture of these glaciers.  
 
The aim of the model is to simulate a history of mass balance deduced from the tree 
rings that also manages to hit the model targets represented by the known historical 
extents I have discussed in a previous section. The model glacier must extend to its 
Little Ice Age maximum before retreating back to its present extent, hitting historical 
markers along the way as best as possible. The resulting time series will include 
calculation of ice thickness as well as ice extent, and hence will yield a history of ice 
volume for each glacier since the LIA. 
 
Initial Conditions 
We first establish a bed on which the glaciers will grow and contract. We employ 1m 
resolution LiDAR imagery to extract a current profile of each glacier, and identify both 
beginning and terminus points on the profiles. Making the common assumption that the 
basal shear stress (
€ 
τ b) is roughly uniform beneath a glacier, we can back out ice 
thickness using the formula 
€ 
τ b = ρgHS . We use 
€ 
τ b = 0.5x105Pa (or 0.5 bars), leaning on 
a 2012 paper by Li et al., who address a new method for using for the traditional shallow 
ice approximation that more robustly incorporates variations in glacier width. It is 
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described as an extended ‘perfect plasticity’ method in which the glacier width is 
incorporated to account for drag along valley walls. Our choice for 
€ 
τ
b
 as 0.5 bars falls 
within their reported range; we do not have to take into account the effects of side drag 
given that our glaciers are narrow enough to not interact more than minimally with the 
lateral walls (Li et al. 2012). At present neither glacier is tightly constrained by its valley 
walls. 
 
Model Components 
 
Fig 54. The conceptual figure behind the model explored in the section below. In blue is the winter mass 
balance with maximum winter mass balance, bwmax, at the highest elevation or peak, and the minimum 
winter balance, bwmin, nearly reaching zero at a far lower elevation. It is the winter mass balance, 
specifically bwmax, that is addressed by the tree rings. Summer mass balance, bs, in red is interpreted 
using a postitive degree day function. By combining the winter and summer mass balances we can 
calculate a net mass balance, shown in green. Our lapse rate of 6°C per kilometer is shown on the right, 
with temperature decreasing with the increase in elevation. Due to the positioning of the peak and LIA 
moraines of each glacier, we are primarily dealing with only the upper elevations of mass balance, hence 
the ability to not focus on bwmin. 
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i. Meteorological Forcing 
Once we have the bed, we must ‘grow’ a glacier on it. Because our tree ring chronology 
extends back only into the 1700’s, it is important that out glacier is grown to its Little Ice 
Age Maximum around that time period; in other words we must spin up the model 
before the tree ring record takes control of the climate. We initiate the glacier starting in 
1400, using steady climatic conditions until the start of the tree ring record. We find that 
by imposing conditions that represent the snowfall rate at 95% of the snowfall rate 
(winter balance) deduced from the tree ring max growth, the glacier reaches its LIA 
maximum extent. 
 
The climate of the model employs a winter mass balance, 
€ 
bw , or pattern of snowfall that 
is governed by a hyperbolic tangent function. This requires choice of a maximum winter 
balance, 
€ 
bwmax , and a minimum winter balance, 
€ 
bwmin , and elevation at which snowfall is 
halfway between these values, 
€ 
zbw, and an elevation scale over which winter balance 
changes significantly. With inspection of Figure 54, it is clear that at no point should we 
be near the minimum winter mass balance, as this point should exist well below the 
glacier. Thus the important value becomes how we dictate a maximum winter balance. 
A relationship has already been established between tree ring width and amount of 
snowfall winter balance, 
€ 
bw . This relationship is used in translating the tree ring data into 
winter mass balance data. 
 
The meteorological forcing from year to year is dictated by the tree ring width using the 
relationship established between ring width and snowfall on an annual basis. This 
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serves to drive our value for maximum winter mass balance, 
€ 
bwmax . We do not expect 
this value to come within the realm of minimum winter mass balance (as shown in figure 
55), 
€ 
bwmin , so essentially 
€ 
bwmax  is the only variable the tree rings effectively drive. The 
value for 
€ 
bwmin  lies far below the LIA extent of the glacier. Translating the relative ring 
width to a value for snow depth uses the relationship between ring width in the Arstan 
chronology and snow depth (Figure 41). As the tree chronology sees strong years in 
growth, the glaciers are expected to see higher snowfall. As the trees experience stress 
from lack of snowfall, the glaciers mirror this stress by loss of mass. The magnitude as 
well plays a roll, with the worst years hitting the glaciers the hardest and vice versa for 
the strongest growth years. 
 
ii. Net Mass Balance 
Addressing winter mass balance is only one piece of the annual puzzle, and only one 
portion of the annual mass balance. We not only need a proxy for the winter mass 
balance (from the tree rings), but a means of calculating the summer mass balance or 
snowmelt. With these two components we can calculate net mass balance, 
€ 
b = bw + bs
which determines glacier health in any given year.  
 
For summer mass balance, bs, we use a positive degree day technique following 
Anderson et al. (2012). In essence, as we dictate a mean annual temperature and a 
daily and seasonal oscillation around this temperature, we allow the glacier to melt only 
where temperature rises above 0°C, as shown in Figure 55 below. 
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Fig 55. The positive degree day method only allows melt when the temperature oscillates above 0°C 
(shown in yellow). To see when this happens we look at diurnal and annual oscillation around a mean 
annual temperature that varies with elevation. 
 
We take into account mean annual temperature that is allowed to vary with elevation, as 
well as the amplitude (
€ 
ΔT ) and period (
€ 
P ) of both diurnal (subscript d) and annual 
(subscript a) oscillations: 
€ 
Ts(z,t) = T s(z) + ΔTsa sin(2Πt /Pa ) + ΔTsd sin(2Πt /Pa )  
At any given elevation, mean annual surface temperature is described as follows: 
 
€ 
T s(z) = T ref + Γair (z − zref ) 
In this scenario, mean annual surface temperature at a given elevation depends on an 
assigned lapse rate (
€ 
Γair) and a prescribed mean annual air temperature at a reference 
elevation, 
€ 
zref . We prescribe the mean annual temperature at a specified elevation (in 
this case that of the upper camp at which the tree ring chronology was collected), and 
employ a terrestrial lapse rate of 6°C/km to calculate temperatures at all other 
elevations. 
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Annual melt is the product of the time-integral of air temperatures above the melting 
point and an assumed positive degree day (PDD) melt factor, 
€ 
fm  (Braithwaite and 
Olesen 1989; Anderson et al 2012). We allow both 
€ 
fm  and air temperature to vary over 
time. 
 
    
€ 
bs(z) = fmΣmax(0,Ts(z)) 
 
iiii. Avalanching 
Both Maclure and Lyell Glaciers have headwalls with slopes that are steep enough to 
avalanche. Snow that falls on the profile where a critical slope is exceeded is removed, 
and is distributed down slope with a depth pattern that decays exponentially. 
 
iv. Ice Dynamics 
Our equation for the evolution of ice thickness over time takes into account 
meteorological forcing of the system, and the ice physics. Continuity of ice demands 
that 
€ 
∂H
∂t = b −
∂Q
∂x  . 
 
We therefore require an equation for ice discharge, 
€ 
Q. Ice moves by both deformation 
and sliding. Ice deformation occurs just as one might expect for a fluid on a slope under 
the action of gravity. Because the viscosity of ice is high, this process is slow. The 
deformation rate is both highly temperature dependent and nonlinearly related to the 
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shear stress, 
€ 
τ . It is also possible that sliding is taking place anytime the ice near the 
bed is near the melting point.  
 
Ice discharge is related to ice thickness and surface slope through,  
 
€ 
Q =Qslide +Qdef = usH +
2A
n + 2 ρiceg
∂zs
∂x
 
 
 
 
 
 
n−1
τHn+1
.
 
 
(Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). Here 
€ 
Q includes the ice discharge due to sliding, 
€ 
Qslide , 
and the ice discharge from internal deformation, 
€ 
Qdef . In this equation, 
€ 
us, refers to 
calculated basal sliding velocity. 
€ 
A  is the temperature-dependent flow law parameter in 
the relationship between stress and strain rae (Glen 1955; Anderson 2012), while 
€ 
n  is 
the flow law exponent, here taken to be 3(Glen 1958; Anderson 2012). 
€ 
ρice  is the 
density of ice, here 917 kg / m3, while 
€ 
g  is the acceleration due to gravity, and 
€ 
τ , the 
total driving stress.  
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Fig 56. Illustration of the algorithm used to calculate changes in ice thickness at each grid point given 
local mass balance. Mass balance, 
€ 
b, is shown for a section of glacier of width 
€ 
w  and length, 
€ 
dx . 
€ 
Qx  
represents the ice discharge into the box (heading down slope) while 
€ 
Qx+dx represents the discharge out 
of the box. The ice discharge includes that due to both ice deformation and sliding (After Anderson and 
Anderson 2010).  
 
As the model runs, the ice thickness at each grid point is updated. We record at each 
time step the location at which ice thickness goes to zero, or the terminus. This 
generates a history of terminus positions as well as a history of thickness. The best fit 
model is that which hits the historical glacier terminus positions presented in an earlier. 
As well, we record the maximum extent of the model glacier, and therefore remember 
the maximum LIA glacier size against which we can compare the modern profile. 
 
7. Results 
Lyell 
Assessment of any model run includes assessment of its ability to match the known 
historical LIA maximum, its present extent, and any extents documented by historical 
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measurement outlined above. As the tree ring signal does not extend through the 
beginning of the LIA, we employ the simplest steady climate for ~600 years prior to the 
period in which tree rings constrain the climate. The glacier must by the late 1700’s be 
near its LIA maximum, around the LIA moraine, as we begin employ the tree ring signal 
in the late 1700’s. We expect from this time on that the glacier will vary with the climate 
deduced from the tree ring chronology.  
 
 
Fig 57. The start of the model allows for steady state climate, building ice on the bed profile from which 
the modern glacier ice has been removed. A steady state climate is derived from 95% of the maximum 
annual tree ring record snow depth forcing allowing a glacier to be built up until the point at which the tree 
ring record can be introduced. This initial glacier is built to have its terminus near the LIA moraine, or 
likely a bit past the moraine as historical records might suggest.  
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We expect our glacier built from steady climate forcing, at 95% of the maximum annual 
tree ring snow depth record, to be near the Little Ice Age moraine by the time we 
introduce the tree ring chronology as the maximum winter mass balance forcing. It is 
likely that the ice put a thin veneer of ice beyond the LIA age moraine before beginning 
its retreat, based on the earliest estimates of the terminus position. As the glacier hits its 
maximum Little Ice Age extent, this positioning will be remembered for later comparison. 
 
 
Fig 58. The model now being driven by a tree ring dictated maximum winter mass balance, shows the 
change in glacier thickness and extent while retaining its former maximum position, indicated by the red 
line.  
 
As the tree rings take on the role of driving maximum winter mass balance, the glacier 
begins to fluctuate significantly in thickness and extent. We see a thinning around the 
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LIA moraine and a general drop in glacier thickness from upslope to down in response 
to low moisture years. In Figure 58 above, we have landed precisely on a very stressful 
period for tree growth occurring in the 1820’s. This period takes a harsh toll on the 
glacier. 
 
 
 
 
Fig 59. In the final stages of the model, the glacier has retreated will off of its LIA moraine through 
maximum winter mass balance dictated by tree rings. The previous maximum extent remains in red. 
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Through the 20th century, the glacier shrinks back towards its present day position. This 
results in not only loss of glacier length, but loss of ice thickness and hence volume. We 
record several variables through the model run.  
 
 
Fig 60. One output figure from a model run showing a) the MLH PICO chronology used to drive winter 
mass balance, b) the average mean annual temperature given at the tree ring site and adjusted using a 
lapse rate with elevation of 6°C/km to apply to the glaciers and c) the projected maximum winter mass 
balance as predicted by the tree rings. 
 
 
In Figure 60 we show that a steady temperature has been assigned at the tree ring site, 
a temperature that is translated to the glacier elevations using a lapse rate of 6°C/km. 
The ring widths from the MLH PICO chronology are shown, as well as their translation 
into a history of maximum winter mass balance, in meters per year. Here we can see 
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that a steady state winter mass balance is used up until the tree ring chronology begins. 
Now we are looking at snow depth rather than tree ring width, translating the language 
of the trees into one that matters for the health of the glaciers. We choose a reference 
temperature so that the final modeled glacier matches the present glacier extent. 
 
 
Fig 61. In this final figure, blue represents the final position of our modeled glacier, red represents the bed 
profile and green represents the actual extent of the current glacier. 
 
Under the parameters we have chosen, the modeled glacier and actual field measured 
glacier agree with one another quite well. Our modeled glacier is well up-valley  from its 
LIA moraine, does not retain ice on its headwall, and appears remarkably close to the 
observed extent. 
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Fig 62. Snowline change as dictated by snow depth recorded by the tree ring chronology, is shown in the 
upper panel in blue. In red we see the terminus history of the steady state glacier being built until the tree 
ring chronology comes in during the late 1700’s. The black circles represent actual measured historical 
terminus positions (Basagic 2008).  
 
Figure 62 above shows a successful Lyell model run. In the top panel we show the 
snowline dictated by the snow depth pattern deduced from the tree rings. The bottom 
panel records the modeled terminus history. The glacier grows to near the LIA moraine 
when the tree rings begin to dictate the winter mass balance. The terminus then shifts 
up and down valley in response to changes in snow accumulation rates. In addition to 
the calculated terminus history, we plot in green the terminus positions measured over 
time from 1903, 1944, 1972 and 2004 from field reports and aerial photography 
(Basagic 2008). The decent match between this data and the modeled history of the 
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terminus indicates that the story being told in the tree rings can in fact be reasonably 
used to drive a model of glacier health. 
 
Maclure 
Maclure Glacier is arguably the more challenging of the two and has been since the 
earliest measurements. Historical measurements focused a great deal more on Lyell 
Glacier and even recent publications contain far less information about Maclure than 
Lyell. However, we do know both the LIA extent and the current extents. That the model 
appears to be able to reproduce the terminus history of Lyell gives us hope that only 
minor changes ought to allow us to model the essence of the Maclure Glacier.  
 
We run a nearly identical set of steps for Maclure Glacier, using as initial conditions its 
own bed profile with ice removed. We again dictate a mean annual temperature and 
translate the language of tree ring width into a snow depth history using the same rule 
set as we employed for Lyell. We again allow the glacier to build with a steady climate 
using the conditions imposed at 95% of the tree ring max growth across the chronology. 
The tree ring chronology again takes control for maximum winter mass balance as of 
the late 1700’s. 
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Fig 63. Maclure Glacier mid model run, reaching its maximum extent by dipping in towards Maclure Lake 
and covering the LIA moraine. The steady state glacier is built to just shy of the maximum extent before 
the tree ring chronology provides the maximum winter mass balance forcing. Glacier maximum extent is 
maintained in purple.  
 
Similar to Lyell, the Maclure glacier meets it maximum extent at the same point in time, 
at the end of the 1700’s. The modeled Maclure Glacier also lays down a thin veneer of 
ice beyond its LIA moraines, before retreating back to the LIA extent where it was first 
observed in the field. Maclure hits its LIA moraine before dipping its toes into Maclure 
Lake. Again we impose an avalanche rule on the headwall to keep it snow-free, as the 
headwall on Maclure is even more formidable than that of Lyell.  
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Fig 64. As the tree rings are introduced we see a beginning of thinning of the Maclure Glacier towards 
their initial historical field observation. Maximum extent remains in purple as the blue glacier thins and 
pulls away from Maclure Lake. 
 
The initial influence of the tree ring chronology is a shrinking of Maclure, mostly in the 
form of thinning. The glacier pulls back from Maclure Lake and remains for some time 
with a thin layer of ice clinging to the LIA moraine. The glacier appears to be ‘deflating’ 
from its former maximum thickness. Given extents that are known from Lyell as well as 
Lyell’s model run, the patterns we see in Maclure during the model run appear to agree 
quite well.  
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Fig 65. The final figure from the model run shows a greatly diminished Maclure Glacier both in extent and 
in volume. The glacier has retreated well off of its LIA moraine and the previous maximum extent is still 
held in purple. 
 
 
The modeled present extent of Maclure is dramatically different than the extent 
appearing in the late 1700’s. Not only has the extent changed significantly, but the 
thickness begins to resemble a balloon that has lost all of its air. This behavior is similar 
to that of Lyell and we must look to the final outputs to confirm our understanding of the 
process. 
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Fig 66. As was produced with the Lyell Glacier model, this Maclure Glacier plot shows the modeled 
current extent of the glacier in blue, the actual estimated extent in green and the bed profile in red.  
 
 
Figure 66 allows us to evaluate how well we have done in accurately representing the 
changing glacier. Similar to the Lyell model, in the Maclure model we were able to drive 
a glacier that completes this segment of its journey almost exactly where we would 
expect it to, based on field observation. In this model run we employed the translation of 
the tree ring chronology to winter balance, and used a steady annual reference 
temperature that differed from that used in the Lyell model by ~0.5°C. 
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Fig 67. Maclure Glacier model history. Although we lack historical data points for extent (shown in black), 
the changes in terminus position are reasonable in that they match both the 1900 and present positions 
relatively well. 
 
Part of the difficulty with Maclure is the lack of sufficient historical data for comparison. 
The full picture painted by the model successfully mirrors what little information is 
available concerning extents.  
 
Discussion and Conclusions 
Our model is not without shades of grey. We have multiple knobs in our control, namely 
the pre-tree ring steady mean used to build our initial glacier, and a dictated mean 
annual temperature. Our approach in translating the tree ring chronology to snowfall 
involves both of these. Essentially the tree ring chronology gives us a snow depth at the 
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tree rings themselves – the stand being at 3100 meters, whereas Lyell sits more at 
3800 meters. It is possible that at the moment we have the mean annual temperature 
dictated as too cold at the tree rings. This is not such bad dilemma for the following 
reason. If we warm up the model, meaning provide a warmer mean annual temperature 
at the tree rings, we would need more snow to have the same glacier. This is 
accomplished simply by recognizing that snow depth at the tree rings is likely to be less 
than snow depth 700 meters higher at the glaciers. By looking at snow depth higher, we 
get the increased snow needed up high despite warming the mean annual temperature 
down low. 
 
The work done by Hassan Basagic also points out the potential importance of shading 
for small glaciers. This is an aspect we have not taken into account within the model – 
except in the form of avalanching off of the headwalls – but is nonetheless importance 
to the health of the glaciers. It is certainly possible that the rapid retreat of these glaciers 
slows as shading from the headwall takes over and preserves the last remaining ice for 
a longer period of time. Headwalls not only protect through blocking incoming solar 
radiation but also allow for increased snow depth due to avalanching. In regions where 
the presence of glaciers is dictated by this sort of headwall protection, topography can 
explain the presence of absence of a glacier (Allen 1998).  
 
 Lyell and Maclure glaciers are the final remaining source of late season cold fresh 
water that reaches Lyell Canyon and Tuolumne Meadows. Their impact in terms of 
hydrology cannot be underestimated. The other drainages as one travels down the Lyell 
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Canyon towards Tuolumne Meadows, such as Ireland Lake and Rafferty Creek, now 
remain nearly bone dry once the late summer approaches.  
 
 
Fig 68. Rafferty creek, in August 2010, after a fairly heavy snow year. Even with a larger snow pack, this 
stream is nearly completely dry by the latter part of the melt season. 
 
The original motivation behind this work was to understand the change in landscape 
from the Little Ice age to present based on what is occurring in the highest alpine 
regions in the park. Lyell and Maclure Glaciers each carry with them a long history of 
exploration, and have seen a great deal of change. Our initial strategy focused on the 
glaciers themselves in order to assess their hydrologic roles, information that would be 
passed on to those wishing to understand the ecosystems downstream. As it turns out, 
to understand the history of the glaciers over the period from LIA to present that best 
serves as the backdrop for modern change, we have had to utilize records beyond the 
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glaciers themselves. The data contained within the dendrochronology work, historical 
field work, historical articles and writings, lake levels, precipitation gauges, snow depth 
measurements, climate reconstructions, photographs, prints, new field work, all 
combine to create an image of change that is much more complete and more deep in 
time than if we had simply considered it all a question trapped in ice.  
 
Within just one trip into the field in late season, one can sense the dramatic changes in 
the environment surrounding Lyell and Maclure. Early into the hike, bridges appear built 
too high as the drainages flowing below them are rocky and dry. As you look upvalley, 
the trees seem to have marched further upslope as well as pooled together more 
densely in the valley than those show in the photos provided by I.C. Russell and John 
Muir had seen in the late 1800’s prints. And the glaciers themselves have retreated to a 
terminus well inboard of their prominent Little Ice Age moraines. The entire valley along 
with its peaks has changed considerably. 
 
According to Basagic (2008) glacier change in extent ranges from 38-50% since the 
glaciers reached their Little Ice Age maximum in the late 1800s. While this is very 
valuable information, what can we say about volume change over this time period? 
Through our numerical models, this question becomes answerable. Our work finds that 
since the Little Ice Age maximum, extents have decreased by 53% for West Lyell. The 
surface area has decreased by 60% over the same period. Perhaps most dramatically, 
the volume of the Lyell glacier has decreased by 95%, much of this accomplished 
through thinning. And it is the change in volume that is most relevant for assessment of 
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the water resources that remain available for late summer maintenance of flows from 
these small alpine glaciers.  
 
Fig 69. Final volume profiles for both Lyell and Maclure Glaciers. We can see an increasing volume while 
building the glaciers to their LIA maximums before volume begins to decrease significantly as both of the 
glaciers not only retreat but thin considerably. 
 
For Maclure Glacier, the extent has also decreased approximately 53% since the Little 
Ice Age maximum. Over the same period, surface area has decreased by 47%. Again, 
however, the volume has decreased by over 90%. What will it look like when only 5% of 
the total water potentially available from each of these glaciers to the downstream 
ecosystems in the late 1800s makes it to the same ecosystems in the early 2000’s? or 
worse, what will happen if this small ice support for late summer flows finally disappears 
altogether? 
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The aim of this research has been to define small glacier change in the high alpine 
region of Yosemite National Park. To do this we have used multiple proxies for change, 
relying heavily on a snow depth history reconstructed through dendrochronology. This 
chronology in tandem with historical records, instrumental records, and other climate 
reconstructions has painted a picture of change that becomes more complete. The 
methodology used is certainly applicable to other glaciers of this scale and ecosystems 
that depend heavily on the volume of ice residing in alpine regions.  
 
The future implications as well are significant. We have developed a methodology for 
determining the amount of a given water resource available and contained within a high 
alpine glacier. This information is critical for understanding changes in downstream 
ecosystems as well as policies concerning how both these ecosystems and the 
associated park activities are managed. It has long been apparent from historical photos 
and reports that change is prevalent and quick in this area. But the more finely resolved 
history deduced from the tree rings, and the annually resolved model of glacier size, 
provide amore complete picture of change. Rapid change occurs in many areas similar 
to Yosemite National Park. The hope is that we are now better armed to understand this 
change and to place the missing piece of the high alpine puzzle on the table as we try to 
better understand the dynamic landscape we are fortunate enough to enjoy. 
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